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PADUCAH. KY., FRIDAY EVENIN6, NOVEM BER 1, 1907

TEN CENTS PER WEEK

OFFICIAL OF DARK TOBACCO Auditor Hager Had Strenuous Day in Livingston
WADDIE LANG DID NOT LOOK
ASSOCIATION STATES WHAT
County, And Could Not Stir Up Much Enthusiasm LIKE A REAL NEWSPAPER MAN
BUYING IN THE FIELD MEANS
--SO HE GOT THE INTERVIEW
CHRISTIAN BOARD
OFFICERS CAN NOT
Says Trust and Buyers are Trying To AND CITY SUNDAY
PREVENT VOTING Bryan's Boom .1. J. Berry General Manager
of News-Democrat, Calla on
SCHOOLS TONIGHT
Demoralize the Growers By-TemptIF VOTER SWEARS
Englert and Bryant in
ing the Members With Prices.
Regard to Their Statement

Accidents, delays and rough riding
are marking the closing days of Auditor Hager's campaign in western
Kentucky, and cireumstances compelled the cancellation of a date at
Hampton, Livingston county.
Judge Hager and Arch Dunlap, of
the Courier-Journal, arrived in Paducah this morning on their way to
Hopkinsvitie to 1111 a date tomorrow.
The session of the district meeting
LeavIng s,Smithland
The true inwaitiness of the numWednesday
of the Christian Women', Bible
in The Sun, and Learns Just
they rode overland to Calvert City erous challenges of voters made
by
sionary society of Southwestern Ken and took a train to Eddy
vale, arriv- the local Democratic machine, which
What the Sun Has Published
tucky at the First Christian church ing two hours late.
"Many people. I presume, wonder next year's crop, no matter if plantThey expected will cost the taxpayers something
closed yesterday afternoon after a to return the seine
more
way,
and after a
than 4140, becomes apparent as
Why the dark tobacco growers and ers to secure fine contract from very
successful and interesting meet- 45-minute speech, Judge Hager
was the residences of the challenged votSeciety of Equity are so vigorously the buyers for the one season, we ing. The reports of the officers of
informed his train to Calvert was 15 ers are studied. They are located in
shall be at the mercy of the buyers
DODGING FACTS OF THE CASE
protesting against buyers in the field the
the society showed that a great deal minutes late. He gave
himself three precincts, in which the Democrats
next, and lose more than we gain
contracting for the crop before it 14 by the temporary inflation in prices. of work had been accomplished dur- minutes to catch It, but the train was have the
election
officers. The
ing the past year. The society elested only eight mitintes
"This scheme is brother to the one
late and they scheme of the workers is based on
grown." remarked an officer of the
Mrs.
J.
C.
Reed, of Fulton, district missed it.
Waddie Lang was the representaan erroneous idea of the law, and
Dark Tobacco Growers' association the Standard Oil works when it sells manager,
and Miss Beside Harper, of
tive of the News-Democrat who
Clem Whittemore should have better
oil below cost and weans consumers
didn't
wire
A
Louisville
to
secured
per
today, "and at first glance it might
interview Mr. Bryant, of the firm of
away from competitors only to raise Hopkinsville, secretary and tresaur- mission to ride a through freight to posted himself. These voters were
appear that thts strong competitiort
er
the
for
ensuing
Englert
year.
& Bryant. The fact develthe price when its competitors go out
Calvert. They got there late, the challenged and then the officers made
with It& necessary Inflation in price
The Sunday school convention is in
oped in another interview at
of business.
Englert
ferryboat on the Tennessee delayed return on the notices "not found."
is just what the planters are after.
session today with a large attendance
Bryant's store. Mr. J. J. Berry,
them by striking a bar, and a trace On that return, behind which the
"As long as we do not ask too
"Well, it would be what they are
considering the bad weather. Tonight
general
manager of the News-Demothe court for obvious reasons cannot
after. if they were all independent much we can control the situation. the city union meets with the con- broke climbing a hill toward Smithcrat. and James Lang did the interland. It was after 8 o'clock last go, the court ordered
the voters
competing growers, anxious to get One prominent foreign buyer said to vention.
viewing this time.
night when they got to the capital of marked "doubtful." All doubtful
the highest price possible this one me not long ago, 'if you fellows do
"Mi. Bryant." said
voters,
Mr. le rry.
and,
in
Livingeton.
not
fact,
get
any
greedy
other
and
voter.
try
to
gouge
us,
season. But we are an organization,
CABLE FROM TAFT.
"Didn't you tell Waddle Lang that
for
that
matter,
we
may
would
as
be
made
leave buy of you as any
to take
The itinerary called for another
the existence of which depends absoTom Harrison didn't offer you any
ride to Hampton to speak today oath as to his right to vote at the
lutely on the amount of acreage we one.'
contract with the city for your supSays He Will Attend a Boston Banand a drive to Marion, where they polls election day.
can secure pledged to us. In other
"Our pool sustains the price, but
port of him?"
quet on Ine'entber 30.
Now the idea of the machine gang
weuld take a train for Hopkinsville
words this is a pool, and as long as we are not asking too much. We try
"I did," said Mr. Bryan(
Boston,
Mass.,
was,
Nov.
1.—In
that
lethe
"Just '
judges
and election ofbut it was too rainy this morning and
we can hold the pool together and to study conditions, but when buyers
as I told several peopti• that. Tout
sponse to a question , whether he the
control a large per cent of the dark go in the field and offer wonderful
date was cancelled just in time ficer might prevent any "doubtful"
Flarrison didn't make such an ,iff( r
tobacco we can dominate the market inducements for grops not yet grown, would be present at the annual ban- for the candidate and newspaper man applicant from voting even after he
••1 in person, and the offer (ha! sax
quet
of
Bostan
the
had
Merchants'
Assotaken
the
prescribed
oath, and
and get our price. Whatever will in order to prevent them being
to catch the boat for Paducah. Front
• 4 made was made to 51,
. Gilbert."
break up that pool and wrest front pledged to the association, we know ciation, Secretary of War Wm. H. here they will go to Prmnceton an they challenged voters in precincts
"Well, didn't you know that
Taft
today cabled the following re- then
in which therr is a Democratic elecMr.
us control of the tobacco, will destroy there is something wrong.
to Hopkinsville.
Lana was representing "'he. N.-'sply from Manila:
our organization and leave us help,
Front HopkInsville Judge Hager tion officer, in order that if the Demo"In this district we are all right.
Demur,
rat " contimel Mr. Berry.
"Yes, God willing."
cratic and Republican Judges -should
less in the hands of the buyers an- We have fully eighty per cent
will g0 home to
He has
pledge.
"Wity, no." said Mr. Bryant wit;
The banquet will be held December not
deadlock on the question of permitother year.
registered
and
will
take it through and through.
lose his vote.
We 30, and Secretary Taft is expected to
surprise la his voice. "I didn't.
ting a man to vote, the sheriff could
"Now, do you see how buying next will not have an experience
like be the chief speaker.
thought he was a druggist. I knew
decide,
and
thus
some
2.00
year's crop in the field is working Owensboro and the Green river
voters
HON. WILLIAM J. BRYAN.
Smithland, Ky., Nov. 1. (Special.) would
disthe other gentleman wad a butsher,
be
disfranchised by the arbiagainst us?
If we do not control trict."
—People here are having consider)ti. Nov. 1.—The formal because he had. his apron on."
Hospital Report.
trary action of the officers.
able
It &won't require neasoraper es
amusement
at
the
expense
of
The railroad hospital reports
But, unfortunately for the gang. launching of Bryan's boom for the
patients enrolled at the beginning MN leager's supporters on account of a and fortunately for the voters, the presidency will take place here No- perience to judge that the Noes-DeinOctober 80, admitted; 73 discharged description in a Loulaville paper of election officers have no right to de- veniber 24, at a love feast arranged ocrat adopted an underhanded
and 3(1 remaining. Two deaths oc- his speech here, in which his recep- prive a man of his vote. They may by the Nebraskan's friends iii the of getting an interview front Mi.
tion in Smithland is represented as compel
ant, to say nothing of the niatint
curred during the month
hint to make oath, hut after seutheast,
the heartiest in the state. If that is that
whieh he was misrepresented, and the
he must be allowed to vote.
,
a fact he must be having a discourag- This
significant
absence of quotation
Turner Bankrupt Case.
was the last hope of the mamarks.
The bankrupt matter of John P ing time of it, for Smithiand didn't chine crowd, and it is said that no
Turner, of Maishall county, has been show much iii'"es' in Ifagrr's can- less authority on what Is going on
City Finance Report,
referred to Referee E. W. Bagby by didacy.
than Harry Tandy told it.
The city fin/htee teport for October
Federal Judge Walter Evans,
follows: Balance October 1. /7..The exposure of that fake inter1C7•:01: collected, $11.71.%7: illsNew York, Nov. 1.—No word was
'Henderson, Ky.. Nov. 1.—(Spe HALLOWE'EN KILTS ONE
view with Mr. Bryant. of the firm of
bursensente, $14.373.46: balance at
reeeived by the police as to the where cial.)—The imperial Tobacco comFROM HEART DISEASE.
Englert & Bryant, in the News-Demdose of month, $7.475.91.
shouts of 'Raymond Hitchcock. the pany has purchased for $1.280,006
Logansport, Id.. Nov
1.—Mrs
ocrat Wednesday night, has created
actor under indictment. A reply has the entire 1907 crop pledged to thi. Sallie Stiver, a prominent club woma stir in the city. When the internot been received from the steamer American Society of Equity in lien. an, is dead as the result of a Halview with Mr. Bryant and Mr. Will
Majestic.
Commissiones Bingham derson. Union. Webster, Hopkins anu lowe'en
prank.
Her
daughter
Englert appeared in The Sun last
expressed doubt If Hitchcock could Crittenden counties. Sixteen million screamed when a pumpkin was pushWashington, Nov. 1.—In a battle
night, Charlie Graham and former
The Cumberland -Presbyterian sesDa extradited from England on the pounds are involved. The price paid ed into her face, when she opened
Mayor James Lang got Mr. Englert between United .State,; troops and
sion has leased Hoer's hall, Twelfth
present charges. That some power- was that demanded .by farmers and the door at night. Her mother fell
Into Lang's drug store and worked Indians, which eecurred in Soothers
street and Broadway, for church
ful Influence *as exerted upon 'Ray- the highest since the war price.
to the floor dead from heart disease.
for hours with him, endeavoring to Utah several days ago, three persons
worship, and there will be preaching
mond Hitchcock, the comedian, to ininduce him to sign a long affidavit, were killed and another wounded, all
"J. C. W. Bet•kham, Bardstown
by the ,Rev. Joseph MeLeskey, the
duce him to abandon
believed
his career,
Owenehoro Next,
to
have
noen
Indians.
The
Ky.." Inscribed in a large, full, free but without avail. At a rally last news of the occurrence was
leaving his friends in the lurch, and
Shel 'yule. Ky., Nov. 1.--(Speconveyed first and third Sundays of each month
hand, attracted attention at the Pal- night, Charlie Graham got up and ve- to the Indian bureau in a telegram at It a. nt. and 7:341
disappear permanently, Is the belief cial.)—`rbe National Tobacco Growp. m. Sunday
hemently
protested
that he didn't do
mer House last night. Everybody
from Superintendent Shelton, of the school at re o'clock.
of COI. Henry W. Savage and the p
ers adjourned after re-electing the
it.
Calumet,
1.—Gustav
Mich.,
Nov
presumed
that it was the "gosernor,'
Sap Juan agency, which, thought
ple of the Savage office. He thinks officers and chessing Owensboro as
Sip,pola. aged 16, a farmer boy. was but he was nos here in evidence
dated yesterday, was not received
others high socially and financially the next meeting place.
killed while hunting. He dragged This morning he made his appearSince the season of "campaign until today.
are implicated.
his shotgun behind bim, and the trig- ance and dispelled doubts.
lies" has opened, the esteemed NewsThe army command consisted of
Col. Savage, under whose manage.
ger caught in underbrush.
Democrat shouldn't hesitate to at- four officers,
Governor Beckham spent a quiet
ment Hitchcock was starring in "The
seventy-four men and
Genuine November weather pretempt an explanatidn of that fake three Indian
scouts.
night in Paducah and refreshed this
Yankee Tourist," is deeply chagrined
veiled the opening day of the month.
Wounded By Borrowed Gun.
interview.
Bryant
The Indians ta-ken tnto custody are
morning, started for Greenville to
over Hitchcock's disappearance.
Patrolman Aaron Hurley, of South
and the rainfall has made It disMilton, Wis., Nov. 1.—Alfred Auspart of a band of Navajos that has
continue speaking. He was unatThat Hitchcock had no money and Ninth street, who
has been precari- tin was accidentally wounded while
According to the New'-Democrat. been making trouble on the Navajo agreeable. Many people leciare that
tended, and few at the station this
would be utterly unable to get away ouely Ill of paralysis, Is
reported in a examining a neighbor's rifle, which
there will be no more pret t weather,
morning were aware that the `gover- any Democrat, srho scratches his reservation in northwestern New
and remain away from the lack of hopeless condition.
His pulse is he had borrowed to go hunting.
and a hard winter la boeked by some
ticket,
or
Republican,
who Mexico and
any
norIheastern Arizona.
financial resources, the Savage peo- weak and although he is partly
nor of the state was among them.
conscratches his ticket ia a "renegade" For some time a number of Indians of the local goasehone prophets, Howple know and state openly. He had scious, physicians believe
winding
am
"P
up
my
campaign,"
he cannot
Shot While (leaning Rifle.
or a "traitor."
under the leadership of Byille bay. ever, they give no reason for their
when he disappeared Tuesday morn- live many hours longer.
Oconomowoc, Wis., Nov. 1.—Dan- he stated to a reporter at the station.
their
predictiotut
been creating disturbances because predictions, and
ing only $3 in money and three rings
iel MacMahon, Jr., accidentally shot "I spoke at Princeton 'yesterday afseem to be based wholly on guessAn enthusiastic Democrat in speak- of their disinclination to observe the
ternoon, and came to Paducah
worth at mose 4800. Re had no othto
and seriously wounded hiniself while
work
spend the night. I feel refreshed ing of The Sun's exposure of the regulatioas of the Indian office and
er financial resources outside of those
cleaning his rifle.
their
efforts
to
prevent
others
of
the
providbd by Colonel Savage
and will speak at Greenville this af- News-Democrat's fake interview with
and
would have been totally unable to
ternoon and will drive to Central the firm of Englert & Bryant, stated tribe from doing so.
Seven-'ear-Old 'Wounded.
Superintendent Shelton made a rethat the News-Democrat had the matmake such a complete getaway as
Mr. Thomas Boswell, 44 years old,
Hermansville, Mkt., Nov. 1.—Ths City to speak tonight."
— —
ter cinched, but could not publish its quest that a body of soldiers be Went
that which he accomplished.
a native of McCracken counts
7-year-old
Alexander
Johnson
of
son
:
:„ died
to the reservation, and accordingly
One of the worst easee of vandalversion
for
a
or
day
two.
No credenee is placed in the sui- this morning at 9:30
Box Social at Park.
o'clock
at was fatally injured by the accidental
Troops I `and ,K of the Fifth cavalry, ism reported this morning as a Halcide theorjeither by the Savage peo- Riverside hospital of a complication discharge of a_gun which his father
There will be a box social at the
under
command of Capt. H. 0. WI:- lowe'en "joke" was the destruct,on
ple, the friends of the actor or the of diseases after a brief illness. He har resurrected from the attic to go park school. house in Arcadia SaturStock Policeman's Work.
Itard, were dispatched from Fort of concrete steps at the residence of
district attorney's office
Lycurgus Rice, stock policeman,
day evening, November 8. All ladies
became ill Tuesday afternoon of hunting.
Wingate, N. M., to Anetha, Utah.
Prof. W. H. Sugg, 1111 Jefferson
Auburn, N. Y., Nov. 1.—De. E. congestion and was taken to his
are expected to bring boxes. A spe- arrested during October five Cows
•
street. The steps leading to his
superintend
Sexton, former assistant
- room on South Ninth street. He was
cial musical program has been ar- and one horse.
Shot in His Foot.
walk, built of solid concrete, were
ent of the state insane hospital, and born near Paducah and leaves but
Rockford, Ills Nov. 1.—Lee Stew- ranged and the best of entertainment
destroyed, and the fence torn down
old friend of Raymond Hitchcock's one near relative, an
was
art
is
assured.
wounded
in
foot
the
by the
411ust Take Down Cards.
uncle, Mr.
for several feet. indkatious are that
family. tohay said he hadn't the Thomas Bagwell. of the county, a accidental discharge of his gun while
The board of public works has orslightest doubt that Hitchcock is in- prominent and wealthy farmer. The hunting.
Bowling Green, Ky.. Nov. 1. (Spe- the boys used crowbars and sledge
dered all cards and dodgers removed
hammers. The 'toil& are investigatsane. His father was insane.
from poles, and candidate, whose cial.)—The Kentucky synod of Cumlate L. W. Boswell was also an uncle,
ing
this partieulai• case. berland
Presbyterian
s, adjourned afcards appear on telegraph poles, anyTHE WEATHER.
ter ousting the present board of ,truswhere
the4ity
in
are
being
notified
Will Drill Cuban Army.
Manila, Nov. 1.—To aid Governor
tees of the Auburn school, who were
New York, Nov. 1.—Gen. GranGeneral Smith In
administration today of the order.
for the union with Piesbyterians, and
ville R. Fortescue, retired, a relative
problems, Taft has postponed
dep-itting in- an aftt bufflon board.
of Roosevelt, is to become speciiil
parture until November 9. He will
The Riverside hospitarrport for
instructor of Cuba's military forces.
leave Vladivostok ten days later and
October is:
"But I dare may there never
He- was with the president in the
stop at St. Petersburg and Berlin,
was a time in its history when
City patients Oelober I,
4
rough riders.
making unofficial visits.
Private patients
the public voice expressed with
4
sari' unanimity the desire for
St. Petersburg, Nov. 1.—The arPaducah Boy in Politics,
Total
the triumph of civic pride and
arrest of several military clerks re
Kruger,
formerly of Padu0. L.
City
patients received
decency.
triumph
And
will
its
11.
sealer
a plot to blow up the entire
cah, is candidate for councilman in
mark an epoch in the city's pro21:
ter of war at the next weekly meet- Private patients received
Chicago, Ill.., Nov. 1 --Impartant Memphis. He has been president of
November the first is All Saints'
gress. A strong and conservaing.
denouements may be the final result the school board and is prominent in
Day In the church calendar, and is
tive administration mill dyke
Total
of the arrest of Miss Etta McLain, city affefrs. He is the brother of
observed by many of the churches
away petty strife as well an dirty
City patients treated
15
Marriage Licenees,
District Attorney
Sims' stenorg- Mrs. Maud Balthaser, Mrs. W. W.
with especial services. It is a beaupolitics and intrigues, and will
30
During the past month 33 white Private patients treated
rapher, and Alexander B. Oordee, a Hunt and Mts. J. C. Riper, of this
tiful custom and is a religious transbecome a bulwark of protection
and 12 colored mintage licenses were
boarder in the house where she lives. City.
ition from the old pagan observance
against factional strife. Neither
Total
issued,
Their bearing of the charge of "conof Lord's harvesting of the "dear
party fealty nor private interest
City patients discharged
spiring" tooteal important governThree Boats in It,
of Lord's harvesting of the "clean
should override the public good.
Private patients discharged
IS
ment documents was postponed toThiriai Permits.
Vladivostok, Nov. 1.—Crews of
souls He has gathered in."
Paducah can't afford to take a
1
day. Miss McLain made a partial three torpedo boat destroyers were
laming October City Clerk Henry Birth's, city
Day." Et, Francis de Bales Catholic
step backward now. It would be
Bailey Issued 25 white and IC color- Deaths, city
confession, it is understood. If mors In Wednesday's Mutiny, it has bees'
church held mass this morning at 7
suicidal. And any effort in that
Deaths. peWittn
ed burial permits
informatioi can be obtained promi- found. All hoisted the red flag, but
ta 2
and at 9 o'slosk in. celebration of
1141L,
airection would roetal on tht•
nent attorneys w411 be asked to ex- loyal sailors on two of the vessels
"Ali Saints' Day." There were eshead% of the men who undertake
Total. discharged
plain. Papers in the John R. Walsh rushed, to the officers' aid and after a
. 25
pecial services at Grace Episcopal
It." oald A. Y. Martin in kW leiLeft in.
ease have dissposawad at various desperate ligfit hauled the red flag
.......
If
Hatt) tonight and Saturday, 101- church this morning at 11 o'clock.
It
ter of acceptance • the reanfea.
OonditiOnt are excellent under the
times. John S. Miller, a Standard' down. It is unknown how many lowed by 1.fraring nod
colder. High- Is the beautiful custom of many to
t ism for city attorney.
4nsw
ii superintendent. A new Walk is
1111 attOrlICY...Ati41111411 lor
at..tAia413;_. -wet* _awed seaeriag taeleat- 4esnoterviettre yesterday,' Off; towseofitibuty—aa-STIR
St. Liitorti, Mo., Nov
1.—Wheat,
ng built and ihe premises grads
closeted with Silas today.
lest today, 155.
mutiny.
withs flowers.
99; corn, 6i 1,4; oats, 47.
improved

HIGH INFLUENCE SIXTEEN MILLION
MADE HITCHCOCK POUNDS TOBACCO
RUN FROM CHARGE
TO IMPERIAL CO.

THREE INDIANS
KILLED IN FIGHT
WITH SOLDIERS

GOVERNOR SPENT
NIGHT SLEEPING
AT PALMER HOUSE

CUMBERL ANDS

HUNTING ACCIDENT

WEATHER GUESSING

HURLEY IS SINKING

THOMAS BOSWELL

CASE OF VANDALISM

SYNOD ADJOURNS

TAFT'S RETURN TRIP

TRUST LAWYERS
ARE INTERESTED.
IN GIRL'S CASE

RIVERSIDE HOSPITAL

BLOW UP COUNCIL

ALL SAINTS DAY

A.Itresi.

1

4

Grain Market.

lally

Leading

JOHN SCOTT
GARS
5k, CI
distributed by

Stands

M. LIVINGSTON

For Sale
at all

PADUCAH :

Co.

ONE MORE ARREST

RINK OPENING

THIS MONTH THAN IN OlARMINle W/LL T A XX FLAcE SONIE TIME
NEXT WEEK POSITIVELY'.
ONE YEAR AGO.

LI

nsy, Sore Throat,
Neuralgia of the Nerves
A remarkable cure was
effected in the case of
Mrs, Wm.Van Gaasbeek,
of 141 Foxhall Avenue,
Kingston, New York, who
suffered a long time from
Quinsy, Sore Throat and
Neuralgia. After all other
medicines faded, Duffy .1
Pure Malt Whiskey made
a permanent cure.

Police Had Quiet Time and Disorders Manager Crumbaugh Tells Soniething

About the New Enterprise at
Tenth and Broadway.

in Packsrah Were Infrequent102 Docketed.

KENTUCK

The management of the Auditorium
Riuk state that the rink will positively be opened some time next
week, the date to be announced later.
The skates are here. The Military
Band is here and the skate floor le
being laid.
Some people are under the itnpresdisorderly, 20-; flourishing pistol, 2;
drunk, 17; madicious cutting, 4; Lion that private skates cannot be
hreach of the peace, 22; robbery; 3; used on the floor. This As a great
s,duetiou, 1; obtaining money by mistake. Any one may use any make
raise pretenses, 3; carrying concealed of skate they wish, If, however, the
weapons, e; disorderly house, 1; mur skate has a pointed toe It will have
As the Government Stamp will indider, 1; malicious assault, 1; grand to. tie sawed off.
Skates that have been used on sidelarceny, 2; fugitive from judtice. 1;
cate. Purity of the
walks
are all right for rink use, pro3;.gatubling,
lt
total,
102.
suspect,
vided new rollers are put on. That
will be the on* expense attached
--Too many vacant rooms in a
thereto.
insummer hotel or boarding house
Parties owning their skates can
dicate that the manager's advertising
leave them at the rink 'without any
education has been neglected.
Arid
charge being made for their care.
Mr. J. 0. Parchen. of LpulevIlle,
As a result of recent acidents to
arrived this morning and begins sut
arious navies the British warships facing the
floor tomorrow. He has a
elli have their
magazines cooled
special machine built for this purpose
with refrigerating !rad:11110r
aud is the same as used by all the
—wale big rinks in the country.
smillarmearli$114.4141.41•••ftwestasmolseies
Is unquestioned for the sideboard
The surfacing will cost the rink
•
almost five hundred dollars and when
and medicinal purposes, and you can
completed (In about seven days) the
not secure anything superior. Sold
poor will be as fine as it is possible
to make it, and no floor In the counmost everywhere.
try will excel it.
It will be readily seen that it would
.njure this floor greatly to use rough
•
sidewalk rollers on it, and It Is for
t he best interests of the skaters that
only smooth rolless be used.
Mr. Ernest B. Coyle, of Louisville,
still be the ettlef instructor. Mr.
.
a.,44,4
.4.a.a.joor west,' the plot of the play is strone
v.
4
.
4j
role Is now in the city. He has
"." and tells a pretty story of weste.
neen connected In the same capacity
, life, with plenty of good comedy situ
with a big rink in Louisville.
lations interwoven in the scenes to •
offset the 'thr11:s' and keep the audience in a merry mood. Several pleasHe Was Extremoly Happy.
ing specialties are introduced, and a
musical Dumber by Perce Benton.
"A Cowboy's Girls."
Cowboy's Girl," Including about everything imaginConcerning "A
which appears at The Kentuclik to- able in the way of musical instrufeature."—Los Angeles
night, the Los Angeles Dai:y News ments, was a
Daily News, January 7.
says:
October was comparatively a quiet
month in police circles. The report
of Chief of Police Jame! Collins
shows a total of 102 arrest; just one
more than October, 1906. They follow: Using insulting language, 6;
Lsorderly conduct, 11; drunk and

NINE SUMMERS OLD

Early Times

Jack Beam

THEATRICAL NOTES

•

i
f

"'A Cowboy's Girl' opened a
Wilton Lackaye in Hall Caine's "The
reek's engagement yesterday afterBondman."
full
noon at the People's theater to a
actor, no stronse
No
greater
house and evidently gave its patrons
what they wanted, judging by the ap- drama, no better caste will be splause accorded. 'A Cowboy's Girl' in Paducah this season than are
deals with life on the frontier, the offered in William Brady's producscenes being laid in western Texas, tion of Hall Caine's "The Bondman"
and while showing evidence of the with Wilton Lackaye, creator o?

;

The Diamond Stamp Works
115 S. Third $I.

Plions 358

7T

1

Overcoats for Boys
and Girls.
An especially attractive little
coat for both boys and girls is a
Gray Astrakhan trimmed in red
• vialvet, and sells for $7.50.
•
We also show some very beautiful Reefers, in Red, cor boys
and girls for $8.50.
•
• Bearskin legging in white and
gray $1 25.
Astrakhan leggins in Red,
• White and Gray for $1 and $1.25.
Boys Pajamas, extra nice quality 41.
At $2,50 and $3 we sell you an
ss
• Overcoat worth much more It
is a special line of superior quality Coats made for us to sell at
as

Friday

PERCE R. BENT ON
And a Big Production of

November

A Cowboy's Girl
A story of the Plains.

THAT GOOD SHOW
Another Great Western Play.

Saturday
November

2
Matinee and Night.

One-half langh 1 One-half sentiment !
Every act a most perfect picture of
•
•
western life.
Prices--25e, 35c. 50c and 75c.
Seats on sale Thursday 9 a. m.

WM. A. BRADY
Presents

Wilton Lackaye
In Hall Caine's Powerful
Play,

And yet he bad the blues.

Seats on sale Thursday,

411111110111111111111111MMIIIIIIIIMIllr

of beautiful patterns, splendid
fivalities that can't be dupli_
cated at anything like our
prices, in Blacks, Browns. Blues
and Grays and other handsome
patterns from $4 up.
We show some exclusive' beautiful patterns of all wool Suits
in handsome Single Breasted
Coats, for those seeking something extra good, 17.50 up.
32,50 will buy the best Suit
• that amount will anywhere here.
• We show a variety of pattern at
this price tchat will surprise you.
The Coats are double breasted,
pain pants and the workman•
ship and quality of goods will at
once appeal to you.

•

1.

I

Roy L. Culley
•

4 incorpornted.)

i

4,5 is 417 trsalway.

1

1

Railroad Employes and Retail Jewelers Working at Springfield.

D. E. WILSON, The Book and Music Man

Springfield. III., Oct. 31.—Railroad
employes and retail jewelers, .work:ng together, will endeavor this week
zo secure from the Illinois legislature
the passage of a bill providing how
watches of railroad employes shall
be inspected. The bill probably will
be Introduced In the house by Representative King and in the senate by
Senator Hurbaugb, both of Galesburg, which is the center of the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy system.
The bill provides that all railroads
operating within the state shall main
tain and establish a department 01
time Inspection. The employes of the
department shall consist of a superintendent, who shall tie appointed by
the railroad company, and there shall
be appointed by this superintendent
as many assistants as'may be necessary to transact the business of the
department,

At Harbour's Department Store.

It is provided that no person who
lA a stockholder or part owner of any
watch manufactory, who places upon
the market for railroad use an)
watch bearing his name or upon
which his name is inscribed, or who
shall be interested In the sale of such
watchee, shall be eligible for the
position of superintendent or general
Inspector. Nor shall any subinspector
be appointed who shall in any way
he interested in the manufacture or
sale of watches placed on the market
for -railroad use.
It is understood that certain affidavits are in the possession of representatives of the interests who are
pushing this bill, which reflect on the
method of operation of one of the
companies, which has a practical monopoly on the watch inspection in
Illinois and surrounding states.

Parental Anticipation.

I

Co.

Outfitters to Men & Boys

l'Irofta.4114411105•44 trgillikiwirmilillawil
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Sale Begins Nov. 1st and Continues until Thanksgiving

SEEK WATCH INS'PECTION LAW.

these low prices.
Bloomer Suits In a great range

THE BONDMAN
Matinee .—$1.50,$1.016, 75e, 50c
Nigbt......$2.00, $1.50, $1.00, 7-0 50c

It is recognized everywhere es the unfailing specific for the cure
of consumption, nervousness, typhrid, tris..raria, every form of ctomach
trouble, diseases of the throat and lenzs, and all run down and weakened
conditions of the brain and body. It restores youthful vigor to the old and
maintains the health and strength •of the young. It n011urishes and feeds
the vital forces. It is a form of food already digested. It is prescribed
by doctors of all schools, is used in the leading hospitals of the world,
and is recognized as a family medico'. cycrywherc. Yt is absolutely pure.
CAUTION.---When you ask your druggist, grocer or dealer for
Duffy's Put.. Malt Whiskey be sure you get the genuine. It is the only
absolutely pure medicinal malt whiskey and Is sold iii sealed bottles
only never in bulk. Price $1.00. Look for the track-mark, the "Old
Chemist," on the label, and make cure the scat over the cork is usbroken. Illustrated medical oeaklet and doctor's advice fret. Dutfiy

We need the room for our Christmas Stock and we are going to move some of our very
best goods. 1,000 pieces music worth 25c at 100. all good teach:ng pieces. 1,000 pieces
copyright tousle at 5e, worth 25c and 30c. Fine folios of musitc, 5 to 8 tine pieces in each
at Sc each. Watch for our cut-price advertisement on Books and Bibles

News.

A Star Cast of Artists

Is an absolutely pure distillation of malted grain; great care being used to have every kernel thoroughly malted,
thus destroying the germ of the seed and producing a predigested liquid food in the form of a pale malt, which
is the most effective tonic stimulant and invigorator known to science; softened by warmth and moisture its pa!arability and freedom from injurious substances renders it so that it can be retained by the most sensitive stomach.

Our Semi=Annual Clearing Sale of Books
Bibles and Shget Music

enthusiastic over t h e pretty
things, the handsome things and
GOOD things we are featuring
for little folks.
If you are a stranger to the
department, get acquainted at
once, as it means much to you.

•
Mrs. :Sewed (sobbing)-011. J-John.
the c-cat has e-eaten all the angel
cake I b-baked this m-morning
Boo-h-oo!
:Sewed (consolingly)—
Well, don't cry. dears! I'll buy you
another cat tomorrow. —Chicago

The Kentucky'

Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey

MIC41111=11.111111=01.1111."

RUBBER STAMPS

Prices Right.

6.1,4. WM. VAN GAA/ahlig.•

J

Senator Bailey, of Texas. tells of
one of his constituents, the father of
a promising son, who had great difficulty in finding a Christian name to"
the youngster. "What'9 the trouble.
anyway " Mr. Bailey asked, with
ernusernent
considerable
secret
"There are a good many to choose
from." "Yes, that's true," the rani
er said, rumpling his hair; "but we
wanted to hit upon a particulaft
good name for him, one that is pretty
and has a distinguished sound, and
which is not common, as there will
be so many babies named after bins
when he is prcsident.--Exchange.

.ecture on the drink evil,
"But the bon vivant only smiled.
Made By Sheriff and Deputies on Last shook his head and said.
"'Well. Mr. Murphy, I have seen
Day of October.
many a pleasant party around a table
Sheriff John Ogilvie collected some but I have never seen one 'round a Dif. SEARS' OFFICE AND TAILOR
thing like $15,000 in county taxes pump,'"—Indianapolis News.
SHOP DESTROYED.
yesterday and will keep open office
today and tonight. The law reads
Why Is Sugar Sweet?
that the penalty shall go on Novem- If sugar did-not dissolve lin the mouth
ber 1, but does got specify any hour. you could not taste the sweet. Loos Will Be $500 Fully Covered By
He takes it that this may mean any GROVE'S TASTELESS CHILL TONIjuturance—Ortgin of the
time dulling the day. Therefore he IC Is as strong as the strongest bitFire.
will add the penalty of 6 per cent on ter tonic, but you do not taste the
unpaid taxes tonight.
bitter because the ingredients do not
dissolve in the mouth, but do dissolve
Fire visited the building occupied
readily in the acids of the stomach.
No Pump Party.
jointly by the Thomas Goodman barIs
just
as
good
for
Grown
People
as
"That famous temperance reformber shop and pressing club and Dr.
er, the late Francis Murphy'," mid a for Children. The First and Original
Carl M. Sears as an office, on Meyers
Tasteless
Chill
Tonic.
The
Standard
odd
admany
Pittsburg man, "had
street just beyond Island creek
20
years.
for
50c.
ventures in the co ,rse of his very
bridge, last night at 10:30 o'clock,
useful life.
The co-operative farm associations and did damage estimated at $500,
"He once told me of a case where
fully covered by InsuratiA. The fire
a drinking man with a neat joke, got of credit in Bavaria /can as high as
Is supposed to have originated from
$70,000,00
.
0
per
year
to
their
memfor the moment a little the better of
bers. Last year these associations the pressing club department, which
him in an argument.
had .been closed several hours. The
"The man wail a club roan, a bon bought fertilizers, forage, seed and
No. 2 fire company and No. 4 truck e
other
items
amounting
to
$12,000,vivant, famous for his wine cellar,
answered and had a hard times> fightand Mr. Murphy read him a strong 000.
ing the conflagration due to the posiThe evil we remember Is surpassed tion of the building. They had to
fight from the rear, and the building
by the good we forget.

LARGE COLLECTIONS

SOUTH SIDE FIRE

The M c Pherson
Drug Store
Service

stands on 25 foot supports in the
rear. Dr. Sears had retired and lost

SUPERIORITY
The McPherson Drug Store Service stands high above all come

petiters, and although widely
imitated and constantly copied,
our customers know the diffeeence betwean McPherson's Service and ordinary Drug Store
Service.
Our Policy is original.
Our Methods are original,
Our Success is phenomenal.
If You Want the best in any-

thing and everything that
may be obtained at a drugstore,
If YOU want it at the most
reasonable price possible, If you
want it promptly, If you want
it with absolute satisfaction to
yourself. then conic at once to,
or telephone lila, lieth Phones.

Ise Bun want ads. for ninths.

$40 In currency which burned witj.
The election of a competent
city prosecuting attorney is next
In importance to that of mayor,
and the voters should not forget
this. The record of the presept
ineuntben% Tom Harrison, Democratic
nominee for, mayor,
shows how the duties of the &flee are neglected. On important occasions the city has had to
seek outside assistance to handle
its cases, as the Boyle case.
now in the court Illustrates.
The Republican nominee for city
attorney is Arthur Martin, a
young man of marked talent,
Who has achieved a substantial
reputation at the local bar. Mr
Martin promises to see Tina the
laws on the books are enforced,
or know why, and that there
will be no compromise with law-

lessness in any form.

sls trousers in an adjoining room.
Both Dr. Sears and Mr. Goodman are
fully insured.

_

Chile Parlor
Come and stimulate your
appetite; shake off that tired
feeling. Get the

Chile Coo Carne
habit, it is not only healthful
but palatable—an antidote to
malaria. Ladies and gentlemen accotnodated.

Hot Tamales

C.Shnider
,118 5, Fourth St.
4111111111=k461
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Malt Whiskey Co., Rocheste.r, N. Y.

bord. r drama and 'wild and woolly "Svengali" and liereof "The Pit," in
the principal character role. Te
theee who be Steen 31s- LaCtSfis,
there need be no further commendation than that he Is appearing in
"The Bondman"
under William
Brady's management. Mr. Brady's
H E Achievcments
production ranks with best of road
shows, If Mr. Lackaye plays to good •
of our Children's
business tomorrow matinee and night
Depaqment
is one of
It will mean that Paducah will be
features
most
pleasing
put on the "good towns" list of the 1
Brady shows, and theater patrons of • of the business of the
this city will be offered the opporA r e bus i ness systemizers,
New Store.
tunity
to see more great productions
time savers and office necessiEvery mother who comes in is
during this and future seasons.

ties to the real business man.

•

In a recent letter Mrs. Van Gaasbeek
wrote:
9
I have been a great sufferer for a
long time from quinsy sore throat and
neuralgia of the nerves. I had tried
almost cveryth:og but nothing seemed
to he:p me. A friend advised me to try
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey, Sind after
taking a half dozen bottles j was cured.
Have never had any symptoms of the
disease since. I recommend it to any
one suffering from these diseases."
Thousands of unsolicited letters of
grititude like this of Mrs. Van Gaasbeck are received from grateful paticrts
who are anxious to extol the merits of
this great life-saver7--Duffy's Pure Malt
Whiskey.

•
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HITCHCOCK

BROWN SUITS-mBROWN OVERCOATS

FRIENDS ADVANCE MauiDE AN!)
MURDER

,
For Men and Young Men

Actor Accused of Heinous Offenses
Disappeared and May Be in

The Most Complete Showing
of Browns in Padufah.

•New

•

York, Nov. 1. The d!
pearance of Raymond Hitchcock. te
toeing upon h.s indictment by the
• grand jury, which had heetd th,
stories of three little girls, Was the
absorbing topic of today on Broadway, where those who had known the
star Intimately during !de ten years
en the stage advanced half a dozen
theories in explanetion of his default.
'..'ittny of his friends lasisted , today
that driven desperate by the serious
accusations, he had committed suicide. Others were satisfledethat he
had been spirited away and possibly
murdereaby the men who had practiced blackmail upon the comedian
and who feared exposure if the ca'se
against their victim came to trial.
This theory was voiced by Herman
Fromme, the missing man's attorney,
•
and by Mrs. Hitchcock, who, before
her marriage, was Seabeile Mangumrian, of Chicago. While these theories
gained some credence the police did
not relax their efforts to locate Hitch
cock but were unsuccessful. Some of
Hitchcock:8 acquaintances think it
likely that he has sought seclusion
Where, undisturbed for a feiv days.
he can think over his predicament
and decide upon a course of eCtien•
Hitchoetek disappeared less 'than
three hours before tte grand jury
filed at 1 p. in. true bills containing
sIx indictments. on the strength of
accusations made against him by
E'en Van Hagen. Elsie Voecks and
Flora Whiston--the young girls with
whose stories his name had bee',
linked during the past week.

good thing about brown
"
for men's clothing: it's becoming to nearly everybody. It
"dresses well" with the fancy shirts
and the • new neckwear and the
snappy new shapes in Ludlow hats.

0

We'Ve the best lot of
broWns you eVer sato
The Home of ROXBORO Clothes, Knox and Ludlow Hats, Keiser
Cravats, Dent's (znd Revmer's Imported Kid Gloves and Star Shirts.

II

*Boys' Clothes-ET your boy lean to buy his own clothes here;
we'll take as good care of him as if you were
watching the transaction yourself, and if you think
he didn't buy wisely, you can get your money back.

L

FOREVER BARRED
WILL BE BALL PLAYERS GUILI
OF JUMPING CONTRACTS.

ip0A tiOgo

'National Association of Professional
Baseball Club. Adopt,, lies°.
Intione.

o Boys

1:10TfIIII_R.

on)AND BROADWY
ESTABLISHED I866

New York, Nov. 1..—At the tinel
session of the National Association of
Professional Baseball clubs this afternoon. resolutions were adopted by
which all player* adjudged guilty of
contraet jumping and placed upon
!their evenings, safe from the allurt
The demand of the American asthe ineligible list by the national as.
sin?
and
vice
of
ments
boy.
be foreter barred sociation backed up by the eastern
sociation, shall
If there is such a place, I as a
from playing with any clubs Of the league to; a new classification sew,
failed to And it, but realizing
have
boys'
es.ssociation, excepting the TrIltate not favored by a majority of the ti,
the great need of a place where
iii•
League. That league was excepted gates. A committee was anp,
may feel a safe haven of rest and BILLY F'1UNTLEROV, COLORED.
pi
s
04
GET
imp
1
-.
AND
,
.N
,
itn4)w
,e
on account or the agrement by which to carry the grievances of the
FOE ND BY I. C. TRACK,
am prompted to write
pleasure,
It came into the assoctation. 'The leagues to the national 4onimittee
THEIR WORK IN PADUCAH.
hope that some one may
the
with
this
national board of the National tAsso-: when that body meets here In De-,
awaken to the vale good that may be
ciation of Minor Baseball Leagues is (ember. Many cases in dispute be—
done in this direction. I am always
leatutes
Not K tttttt n Hoe %evident Happen. .1
*till in session, and probabry
tween players, clubs and
•
ashamed of the fact that we have not
pls.
Citizen..
d
and
mearoye
property
national
.
the
Saturday
by
But He %Ia. Run (her B) an
until
today
work
at
ueted
centinue
were-adj
eyen a Y. M. C. A.
esphousili by 4.4.nro.don ResultEngine.
board, which was strengthened by al
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nt,
amuseme
of
age
This is an
lArVISPI..16•111Ssav
lug Front Revelry.
resolution of the general body investpleasIt clean, wholesome places and
lug it with power to discipline any
' urea are not provided ,there. your
whose
on
manager
or
owner, player
Yotir boys are pure to fall and the
With his right legecrushed off begrounds an umpire is swanked.
the
of
manhood of Paducah is lost. tween knee and ankle, and apparent
portion
every
in
[coming
s
Resident
The clubs in the national assoclawork
city were consigning Young America The women have done a f(000
dead, Billy Fauntieroy, colored, 4i;
tion will in the future be limited to
this morning. in a very short time in securing a _years old, was found this morning at
regions
infernol
the
to
intwenty
players,
of
the re,servation
place
was cussing, fussing, fuming Woman's club house. If such a
3:45 o'clock lying on the Illinois
clnaing those purchased, traded or There
much more Central incline at the foot of Camphow
women,
ed
for
manifest
ion
needed
indignat
s
is
and righteou
POWDERS
drafted,
and young bell street 1.60 feet off the approach
in many a household, and all because Is one needed for boys
'
one
tes the
of youngsters men?
en pran
Hallowe'
his not known how or when he was
c)f
Royal Tangle Near to End.
pr.-v.11)0d bir
Wallace an,,
Patrolmen
Think this over, friends, and see Injured.
last night. In s ne instance* real
doctors.
:;l --The Tageblatt to. damare was don
MMINIMMIMMe•
B
and jokes were if someone cannot seggeet a way to Howell found him and summon"day printed &dispatch from Florence,
secure a pheee of refuge for the boys. Illinois Central physicians, wee
led too tar.
AU
Italy, saying that Signora Toseill, th,e, carr,
Deutotiets
WRITTEN BY ONE OF THEM moved him to the hospital
W hen Mr. Charles Speck, the gro
exl crown primers Of Saxe*, having !leer of Thirteenth and Tennessee W11,
,
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0 KNOWS W41 AT HEY NEED.
It is presuntad that Fatineetey
agreed td surrendet her daug,hter.
For sale rod guaranteed by
went to hitch no and begin
over by switch engine No. lee
run
tieci
Anne Monica Pia. to the king el Sa
no
to the opera last night." Foreman Norman Reeder and En::
;itirseeearly marketing, he found
went
"I
ony, a lawyer will start with the
!wagon to hitch to. After a careful "What did you hear?" "That Mrs. neer Fred West, which was working
tie prlacess today for the Tyrel• i search'lle found the bed on top of the Browning is going to get a divorce. last night in the boat yards.. Dozens[
where the child will be given over to bitable and the wheels hanging on Mrs. Biggs has the dearest dog and of runs on the incline are made
going nightly and Fauntieroy
may have
a representative of King Frederik. several nearby telephone poles.
a new baby and the Huttons are
. been run down early in the night.
:
Ilarper's Weekly
Mr. C. F. Akers,- of Goebel avenue, to live in India."—
arefi Reward.
In fact this is the accepted theoie
found his plank walk torn up and
The city Republican Campaign !ithe boards stacked in front of a nearbrother
He was unable to speak and did ne
your
say
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John Burnett's residence on North
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Drink
this remarkable offer to
School houses sufferetMoo. The
Among the things that were ;Arnie
use the foregoing, harmless, inex- `Washington building front door was
FREE
ABSOLUTELY
you.'
Most of all was a beautiful cake.
pens!ve remedy faithfully, and the barricaded by heavy timbers', as was
"It is so soft," exclaimed one of,
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Where Are Your Roy% Tonight?
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LEG CRUSHED

HALLOWE'EN PRANKS

•

DR. JAMES

HEAD-ACHE
CURE

Price 10

W. B. MTHERSON

$2.70

Worth of San itol
Toilet Preparations for

The Home
agazine
NoVember
Issue
'Just Out

$1.00

S. II. WINSTEAD

THE SUN

l

.M.11ffs
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COMFORTABLE

UNDERWEAR
It's the first thing that occurs
to you these chilly, frosty mornings. It is now full time to change
to the heavy and more closely
woven fall garments. If you are
accustomed to wearing only perfect fitting under garments, you
‘vill undoubtedly be interested in
the very complete lines whicla we
are showing this season.
We call your special attention
to our medium priced line at $2.00
'and $3.00 the suit.
Ohs- line is complete, ranging in
price .5t)e the garment up to $7,50
TARE A PEEP AT OR SPECIAL WINDOW DISPLAY

1 17
:
RITA8L13142

esatient.

A..4•41‘
,
4
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Metered at the postothce at Paducah. went.
:went on such me&ods, and there
A Mystery Story
It's high time, for thin things
Ky. as sevond class matter.
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be a clean sweep. The pollee
of
were
San Francisco
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Features of National W. C. T. tle daughter at their home.
Circuit court.
U, Convention.
I Mr. and Mrs. William Hughes went
('an l Peat against Henry Set
Delightful social features are being to Princeton today.
at
judgment for plaintiff. %like
planned for the delegates at the great! Mr,
J. B. Perryman and Mr. d. H. yersal of
of
the quarterly con
W. C. T. tr. national convention to
be Toler, ship carpenters, went to Golsued for furniture in im
held in Nashville next week. Mrs
Iconda today to do some wcrk on the Scheer's,
, against
Hamilton Perks la chairman of re-•ateamer
John A. Wood.
pally, yet
Frodie Simpkins,
ception, and the initial
hospitality! Capt. M. A. Eccols, the veteran
riv- the Paducah Tracti 'fhe plaint i
will, be a reception tendered the dele- er
pilot, left today for Fox Illtiff.'clict for
the defen r site had con
Rates by Illov. Patterson from 5 to 7
Tenn,
eompauy. Tle•
sued for dama
O'clock Saturday afternoon, Novene
Mr. George C. Kolb returned from
contract was es
promised wit
ber 9. This will be the first
large'a southern trip today,
signed coniy( by the traction colt.
reception given In the gubernatorial
' Mr. C. A. McFarland went to
Kut- hiblted teewoman jumped from .,
mansion, and Mrs. Josiah
Patterson,ta
50c Good quality Cocoa Brush Mat, 14x24.
pauy. /frightened at a burnher
will receive with Gov. Patterson. On! wa today.
Mr. W. H. Howard, cf Pryorte car w'
the
following
Monday afternoon, No
65c Good quality Cocoa Brush 11.1at, 16x27.
We say and guarantee
;burg, Graves county, Is in the city fug. Sick was excused as
vember 11, at Belmont college
a Poe
a reMr. Worthy Farley, a prominenier. being ill, and T. B. Chiles ws
that no soot will be in
85c Good quality Cocoa Brush Mat, 18x30.
ception will also be tendered the
dele
o'clock.-NashvilleItobacco
nist, of Mayfield, is in th
gates from 5 to 7
stituted.
the stove or pipe after
$1.00 Good quality Cocoa Brush Mat, 20x34.
city today.
,
Gem Parkins.against I.. '
Banner.
the
entire winter's
Mr. Emmett Carne, of MayflaV marsino, defendant tiled nee
In teh city.
work.
(Nol- reasons for a new trial,
Children's Party on November 5.
Mrs. it. C. Fortson. of )41y, atGeorge Rawleigh, executor, aiee•
Masters Oscar and Paul Stutz. the
lins. Col., left for Sturgiee city.
George 0. Ingram et al., Jude
little sons of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
E. ter visiting relatives lent d from for sale of property.
14,0
Stutz. have issued cunning little
cards
Mr, Osear Hank
George Clayton
against 'lithe
as follows:
at noon. et. 70.: South Central. jiidgment for $45.
Remember, Paducah needs an
"Oscar and Paul Stutz at Hotte,
returned from
efficient city attorney as much
W. F. Sinks against Paducah s,
Tuesday, November the fifth. MlleNinth street, Lafk
as it does a good board of coundlery company, judgment for 6 7• `
teen hundred and *yen, from five
Brinkley,
Foster Nichols and He was a drummer for the defeedale
cilmen,
or
chief executee
seven. Five twenty-nine
Jefferson
Mr. andiet Nichols. of Brooklyn.- and stied for breach of contract.
There must be no compromise
street."
Our line is complete in
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416
Miss Me° have been the guests of
This afternoon the cwie of L. K
with lawlessness in any form
sins,
finishes, designs,
-Dr. Honer leeideuce phone 464,
N.
Mr. Arthur Martin, one of the
Y,bridge Palmer at • The Ferns" Ta)lor against Anna B. Scott is le
Attractive HUIIIIR
Dante.
office 175.
quality
anne.
and price.
$1,50-0,
trial.
an
sues
evening
for
He
days,
tete
Mrpveral
leave
brightest,
most conscleatious
elks Helen Van Meter SUN the hos--Dr. Gilbert, osteopath 400%
ney fee. Mrs. Scott was
and energetic attorneys in the 'tess of a
ff
li St. Louis.
Our
Prices
range from
delightful barn dance laid
pi,admInIstrator of her husiee i
Broadway. Phoue 196.
city, is the Republican choice 'tnight,
Miss Mary Morton. etr.or A tet balii,r1n
given over the City Tranee
left this morning
was killed in the Illinois C,
-Farley & Fisher, vetednariens.
for the position. He is a Demostables of her father, Mr. C.
Leen.!bell. Mo.. to visit her sister, Mrs.'Yards at Fulton. She sued for o •
crat, but appreciating the im- :Meter, in
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new
celebration of Halle
portance of the office. and SISO
phone 351.
It was a "spirit dan'ee" ando.te stiests Bert lie Wallace, after a brief visit ages through Taylor, who claims Ii.,
later compromised.
appreciating
the
were in sheet and pillow re. The to relatives In the city.
-We have just received another
unfitness of the
Democratic
.lot of those beautiful White Wax Detominte, Fayette !hiel was effectively emrated ini
ed dou hnuts!HUSIBAND USES AX .4ND
In Police Court,
Harper, for the position, tbe Re
signs. Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
mimicking, and cidee
Toni Ater& Will Cramer and Joe
A('11) TO ellitifell WIFE.
publicans were bread gauged ,Nwre served. Thw.mperones were:
-Best and cheapest. we rent bugVan Meter, Mr.
Broadway were fined $10 aril costs
enough to go over irro the Dom.
lees, carriages and horses separately
fir. and Mrs.
visher. Mr. and Mrs.
Lawton, Okla., Nov. I. -John Hop- each for a breach of the peace, and
ocratic ranks to sefect a nian 'And Mrs . F
Both phones 100. Copeland's stable,
31 r. and Mrs. E. W. kins, of Kingston, Mo., is in jail here for the same offense Frank Willian
who measures up to the place.
419 Jefferson street.
Ts'6'nd Mrs. W. J. Hills, Mr. on the charge of murder. ha lag wag dismissed.
Mr. Martin's election. as much
incorporated
If-We give you better carriage and
lere. W. A. Gem. judge and killed his wife last night with a meat
Other cases: Charles Howell. co.
as anything, will be an assurance
and
better service for the money than
that the laws of the city must • Mrs. Nelllam Marble. Dr. and Mrs. ax and acid. There has been eonsid- ored, tieing insulting language. $3
is riven by any transfer company in
eider Voris. Mr. and Mrs. Clovious. arable lynch talk, but the authorities and costs; Jim Joust', colored, drunkbe respected by every one.
she guests were: Mimes Corinne appear to have the situation well in panes $1 and costs.
America. Fine carriages for specie:
) *instead. Ellen Boswell, Elisabeth h and,
: •
oecasions on short notice; also ele- ---er----e---I .1
$9144"0"1"1,1A• API1L4Pistp
'
-----------PAtoatWell, Grace Hille. Helen
Levied as new, at half price. Inquire
gent livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co.',____
Hills.' Mrs. Anne Hopkins. witty V64.3 settNlarritout• 1.iteasee.
.
at Noah's Ark.
Blanche III:ls, Julia Dabney, Mary R. &rated from her husband, came
W.
Moore to Ada P. Harvey.
----Forma for real estate agents for
to
GOOD PRICE pai71- for furniture
magazine The .in la giving awayfree Jennings, Saida. Smith. Amy Drey-tl.awton several months ago and has
J. A. Stone to Nettie Ma) Pearson.
sale at this office.
.--a!fuss, Lucille Well. Cora Lee Wor. been eta) ing at the home of
and stoves at Williams & Peal. 205
-City subscribers to the . Daily to its -readers, Is a CbriEy
his SIPrvices them, Hugo. I. T. Ethel Sights. MarSouth Third street. New phone 901-a.
Sun who wish the delivery of their Puritan girl at Thankagivitig
Deeds Filed.
Carnagey. Martha Cope, Gladys;terHoMpr
1
FOR RENT-Two 3-room houses
ksinsBitfor
l'a
lole71. her and
last
..
papers stopped must notify our col- and is one of the beet (ti s thiagaret
. ..
c.t s
P. K.
Subscrihere inserting emit ads in en Kincaid street across Sixth street
some Cobourn, Sarah Corbett, Elizabeth night, finding his wife alone in the property
talented artist has done
at Sixth and Harris street.
lectors or make the requests directitime.
The Sun will kindly remember that bridge. Apply to Gip Husbands or
The second inetaiirtent of iTerrell. Mary Wheeler, Jelin Morris,!house. made the attack. Acid wan 6150.
to The Sun office. No attention will
'all such items are to be paid for phone 1780.
Hattie Errninie Rives' mere, thrilling Katherine Donovari, Nell& Hatfieldethrown Into the woman': faee and
Methe
others
1.tion
Mary
to
and
be paid to such orders when givenewere.
"Satan Sanderson,' .1 in the Henry Allcott, Elsie Hodge, Eliza-i her mouth pried open and the burn- thanks Building and Loon as-ocia- when the ad is truterted. the rule AP* ---5:,EW
RENIINGTON
typewritei;
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
risme, but is but one feal're of a betle Sehree, Rosebud Hrobson, Eliza- ing fluid forced into her mouth.
lion. proptety in Marotese's addition. plying to tvery one ieithout excel,- Model No. t;, Latest improved, for
-Loose Leaf Seyle In kodak and
lion.
t During the attack Edgar Galyon,,$1 and other considerations.
whole table of contents let groans i beth Kirkland. Alma Kopf, !meta'
sale at a bargain if sold at once. 219
poet-card albums. Something entire- under its wealth
FOR KINDLING wood ring 2361 Kentucky avenue.
of gooi things. If'Powell, !Aiello liarth, Enna Yetser, Mrs.
Hopaise nephew, entered and
J. R. Buchanan to J. M. Buchanan.
r
ly new at R. D. Clements & Co.
Mamie
Bauer, Mildred Orme, Grace ,grappled
you did not get the oetper imbue be:
with Hopkins, throwing him Property in the county. $1.2eo.
MITCHELLS for bigb-grada bicyWANTED-2Tie carriers at new
-Miss Isabel Mohan, pianist and sure to 'tend
Reeves, Miss
in your rder for the McGlathery. ,Azilee
,to the floor, where he lay until the
Ed 31. Graham to Lizzie Edt ring• cles, 326-328 South Third street.
tic treating plant at Marion, Be, on
aeromennist, bas now her studio In November,
Hale.
Deersburg,
Tenn.:
of
exhaust-J
as it will s•on be
ton, power of attorney.
Measrs.ili
poce arrived.
FOR RENT--Three rooms. Apple C. & E. I. R. R. Steady work all
the American
m
German National bank ed. Remember it coils The Sun's ' Robert McClanahan, Springfield, 111e1
W. 'I'. Harrison to T. W. Fulks. 167 N. Fifteenth.
Sheriff Hammond and eight deputime. Pay lisc and lc a tie. Pay off
building, second floor, *here she
subscribers not one '''nnY,
plopert)
'
Um McGinnis' 13
" Jones' Jameg ities are guarding the jail ,and threat.
In the county, $600..
EGA SA LE-•Ch ea p gasoline boat, in cash every Saturday night. E. P.
would be pleased to see al: her
Cochran. William 'Wilhelm, Lorenzo,,,
J W Rogers and others to W. W. Gray engine. Address A. K., Sun.
to shoot If an attenipt Is made to
Garr, superintendent.
friends and patrcns.
Emery, Gus Elliott, Ed Cave, Billy.
Wilson. property in Henry county,
take the prisoner.
ESTRAYED OR STOLEN--Sorrel
lefeR
Powell,
heatma
stovswood
and
Edwin
Randle,
ing
Clyde War-I
-For quality use the Diamond
Tennessee, for consideration of a
horse 15 hands high, small blaze in
refl. Robert Fisher, Will Fisher, Will'
•
rubber stamps. The Diamond Stem;
•
transfer of Paducah real estate.
HUSBAND SHOOTS WIF'E,
face. One white hind foot. Reward
Baker, George Harter, Mt. Vernon,;
Works, 115 South
FOR Dk a
w tiOU.
street
Third
old Pholl*,
W. W. Wilson to H. C. Nanney.6
HIMSELF .SND HIS FRIEND.
for any information to old phone
0.;
Charles
Kopf,
John
Henry!
Orme,
2361.
Photes 358.
property
Thurman
in
addition,
the
- Henneberger. Gregory Harth, Horace!
-Greece wholesale- and
1
retie;
501) LOADS dry stove woodfor 2071._
Memphis, Noy. 1.-One of the Semi
•
••••'Terrell, Torn Sanders, Warren Sights.
CLEANING AND PRESSING neatSial No. 55 Market, or old phone
quick
delivery. Both phones 203.
Celli Reed, master commissioner.
!bloodiest crimes ever recorded in the
Merord, David Teeter. Jr., RObcity
guaranteed
FOR SALE-Roll top desk with ly done. Satisfaction
of Memphis and one which by to J. Ed Morgan, property at Fifth
--Mr. H. C. Hollins has left the!17STbs Gratilia,ed Sugar for.. $ 1.0e t•rt Guthrie.' Tom Cobourn. Zech thi time
Work
delivered.
foLand
called
One
Jaekson
and
streets,
$2,775.
chair.
Apply
at
this
office.
has
robabi • developed'
lbs. Gra listed Sugar for .. :sec ' Hayes, Clay Kidd, Will Rudy. John { Into
city for a few months, and I have ac s
s a triple tragedy, was enacted at
trial is all I ask. James Duffy, South
FARM
FOR
SALE
-70
acres,
zoJ Donovan. Will Rinckiiffe. Charles,
quired an interest ft, his business and Irish Potato. per peck
4:50 o'clock yesterday afternoon in a
In County Court.
,gravel road, public school.
J. U. Ninth street. near Broadway. Phone
75e' Rieke, Grover Jackson. Sam Hughes.!
shall look after it for him. Any in- Fancy Pates Flour, per sacs
rooming house at SI Washington
transfer of guardianship was Clarke, 1309 Jefferson street.
462-a.
A
eee
.
Harry
Singleton,
James
Apples.
Langstaff,.
per pk
formation with reference to any Fancy WineSap
avenue. when J. B. Rutherford, hus- made i c Ant) court today from F. :
RENT-Half of double teneFOR
FOR RENT--The small dairy farm
branch of it will receive prompt at- Kingan's fancy Pig Feet, per dos 30e Claude Epperheimer.
band of the landlady of the house, 0. Rudolph to Mrs. Ida L. Frey, of ment, five rooms
626 North Sixth. on the Mayfield road, just beyond the
tention if you will call up The Sun'Fancy Nov Prunes, per lb. ... 12 c
Infuriated because divorce proceed- Hente county, Tenn.
Frank Frey Old phone 9.3.
old fair ground. Good house, good
School Entertainment Called In.
office Both phones 358
25c
E. J Pax-,3 pkgs Voce Meat for
ings had been instituted against him ,lioed here when Me Rudolph was 'pwater, large barn with about 30
ae
w!
ton.
The
entertainmen
t announced for'
•
FOR
RENT-Nice
front
G bars erli14 Floating Soap for
room,
entered the place, shot his wife twice i les:wed his guardian, but the boy
-Place your orders for wedding! pkg.:New Roiled Oats for
ese.this evening at the Washington buildbath, etc., with or without board, aeres ground. Write or apply to
through the body, inflicting mortal lately moved to Tennessee.
Jake Biederman, Paducah, Ky.
Invitations at home. The Sun lei 3 lbs. teancy Head Rice for
A,
;te.e.: Kentucky avenue.
25c log. under the auspices of the
wounds: sent a bullet crashing
•eighth
grade,
pestponed
been
has
onl
showirg as great an assortment es! 4 Ms New Navy Beans for
FOR SALE CHEAP- Desirable
25c
' WANTED-Sti.am heated room for
through the heart of EugeneeH. Peete
The regular meeting day of fiscal
lee,secount of the rain, until Thursday
you will find anywhere, at prices. 2 pkg Macaroni for
two gent li-men. property on South Fourth. Three
friend, who had attempted to pre-!court is Tuesday. but the session will p*'rnlanent use „
a
eelevening. November 7,
houses. numbers 427, 431 and 435.
mueli lower than you will hare to 2 pkie. White Line Wash, Pow
vent the shooting, and ended by send' not be held on account of Tuesday Acklress P. care Sun.
between Clark and Adams streets
3 1-11! cans Ili-Lo Baking powder 36c
nay elsewhere
ing the deadly lead through his own'be(ng election day.
TRY T. C. NICKELLS• beat hand
Eintswate Card Party for Guest.
Write to_MrseeCe_A,,Brenner, Herein._
Fancy Soda Crackers for
25e
bead. Both men are dead and
'sewed, oak ruled half soles In city for
-The 1'. S. deli eerviee commis-.3 nee
Mrs
Clarence H. eherrill enterIll. Box 306, or inquire at Joe BrenFame' Banana-c, per dozen
1.5c
Rutherford is dying.
durability. Fourth and Washington._
sion announces" examinations .for I
eutiecrilw I 4. Thy slim
tained with a pretty card party yesner's shoe shop. t2'6 1-2 Kentucky
"draftemaocarpenter" (male). Phil-1
WANTED -Roomers and boarders ivenue for fall particulars.
terday afternoes at he" home on
TENNESSEE
ARMY
SURVIVORS
ippine service, and 'typewriter and
•at 405 North rtt r d street. Refer1
Fountain avenue in compliment to
NIGHT SCHOOL- First month's
JVW
TO MEET AT VICKSRURG,•
ences,
niimeographer," supervising archiher
house
guest.
Mrs
tuition free if you clip and mail re
Sherrill.
J.
J.
of
1'U
TI
Cincinnati. 0.. Nov. 1.-Upon iii-feet's office treasury department, for
STORAGE ROOM for rent. Barks- present this notice within the next
It Chicago. The 'souse was attractiveyltati„ of the people of Vicksburg
November -27 at Paducah
dale Bros. Co. Old phone 1261 r. New five days to Dratighon's Practical
ly decorated throughout in the colors
Confederate
and
and the
Federal
The Illustration on the cover of
Phone 1260.
pink and %Vie. and the course
(incorporated I
Business
College
:veterans residing Iii the southern
The Home eMagazine, the epiencild
i
Broadway, Paducah.
Luncheon eniphasIzed the color motif
FOR SALE-Good tent, used one 314%
Old
'city, the thirty-seventh reunion of the
month, ex14 feet, 4% feet side walls. phone 1755 asking for particulars of
The first prize a-as won by Mrs. 14
,gociety of the Army of the Ten•nesApply Ed Woolfolk, old phone 1572. this remarkable offer. If you desire,
S. Wells in a cut with Miss Carrie
toire Is to be held November 7-8 at
Rieke• The lone hand 1kize went
ORDER your dry stove wood. loose quit at end of month, owing nothing.
Creamery Oleo.
• IA ickeburet
l
Mrs. Hughes McKnight. MissMelee
Cranberries.
and bundled kindliug from Johnston- or continue at special rata---24
Gov. Vardaman. of Mississippi and
month.
RIPY, of Lawrenceburg. captured thee Mayor Griffith. R i I I welcome the toolDenker CoarCo. Both phones 203.
New Shelled Nuts.
J
guest prize. The guest of honor was
Largo Stalks California Celery.
le FOR RENT-- Fine farm about
diers. Gen. Fred Grant will speak
presented
with
Itit
eellEit.
a
handsome
coral
on
California Honey,
,miles from city. Good house and ou!
"The Vicksburg Campaign," and
belt buckle. There
were fifteen Gen. Stephen
le1gs in all shapes.
buildings.
Apply
to
309
Broadway.
commander
T
of
E. Lee,
5tt5,20 I Dep.p.it,i1 tit the %nine of.
E. Lydon.
New Prunes, Raisins and Currants tables at cards and a number Of vie- the Confederati. serans,
•et
will aditors
came
in
late
luncheon
for
Ti
'
'. oak
•
Maple Sugar.
dress there.
I CLOTHES cleaned and pressed
That Fine Maple Syrup,
.lm•••••.••••••••flll'ID. •
, ...•••••••••••
, All work guaranteed. Solomon, The
Dinner Party for Mrs. Sherrill.
Pickled Pigs Feet.
Tailor, 115 South Third street. Phone
Chicago. Nov. I.
SENATORS DV DIRE4T VOTE.
errtiacate of
Mr. and Mrs. Luke Russell, 2(501
Malaga Grapes.
11016-a.
deposit for $6e,2114 in favor of
Jefferson
boulevard.
entertain
toBy all means don't forget to sow
'New Jersey's Governor Signs Bill
I
WE ARE NOW In a position 63 Thomas, C. Yeakle, but recently a
--roter Lawns- with our Eeergreen night at dinner In compliment_ _ to
'Mee-Wife( roe -roputa-r Choke.
ieree
any and all kinds of sandwiches dten-washer Tfi"a restaurant. watiliTeaMrs. .1, J. Sherrill, of Chieago, the
Lawn Grass Seed.
Trenton. Nov I.-Governor Stokes
Tie up to a good rain- chile and hot tamales, Ill 1-2 South in the office of the clerk of the c'rguest
of
Clarence
Mrs.
Sherrill.
H.
Remember when dealing at Biedercult court today as his share of the
signed today a dozen bill's iissated at
man's you can get yOur whole basket
estate of his late uncle. George T.
LETTERS IN AN
coat
before
the
run
you
the closing session of the last legisEntertainment Postponed.
FOR RENT-Three-room house. 'Cline. The antount is one-twentieth
Oiled without going to market.
lature. important among them were
OLD TRUNK
The entertainment to be given torisk of getting tied down Just painted and papered, at 1317 of the total realied by the executors
the measures providing for the popunight by Mrs. A. 8. Dabney for her
Kentucky Ave. Apply H. F. Single- under Mr. ('line's will from the Faits
States
senators
lar
Coiled
choice
of
Notice.
Sunday school class, has been postton, at Padecah Banking Co.
Perhaps you have seen and
with a sneezing cold.
Of lands iu end near Gar). Ind.
and for the nomination of candidates
Any persons placing advertising poned until next Friday night.
I
WANTED-- Position in wholesale
Yealle was located only a few Aryl
read your grandmother's letfor office by direct vote of the peomatter or candidates' cards on any
house as shipping clerk or assistant age in Indianapolis, where he Was
posts or poles on any of the streets
Here's the coat that Can
ters, which were stored away
Mr. and Mrs. M. Grassham, of Sa- ple at the primaries.
furnish reference,. Address W. employed as a dish-washer in a resBoth were measures that had been
or sidewalks of the city will be war- lem, Livingston county, are the
in an old trunk. From these
taurant. He was in great poverty
will fill every require- F. B.. 408 North Third street.
ranted. By order of the board of gnesta of their son, Col. C, C. Grass- vigorously contended for by the New
you might have judged her
with hardly clothes enough to propolitics,
,30
9F0
SALEthey
.R
and
followers
in
--Cook
Idea
and
heating
works.
e.A. S. ELLIOTT.
ham. the attcfrney.
ment for sun or rain, ,wood, at mouth of Island creek. s.el tect him from the weather and it ideas of taste and refinement.
Street inspector.
Mrs. J. D. Elmore has returned were finally passed on the last night
had no idea that he was an heir. He
and always make one .1. C. Baker at wood yard or phone had
Yours may be passed on
!tome after a three months' visit to of the session.
been searched for for five •
-All members of Magnolia Grove the mountains id eastern Kentucky.
some day, PO see to it that your
smartly dressed.
Not hi'.
A BRICK retridence for rent, (33
No, 2, Woodmen's Circle. are re- and is Much benefited in health.
stationery portrays your good
ONE WAS KILLED.
All bartenders are requested l0
Madison. Apply to elev. W. E. Cave
quested .to meet with Mrs. George
'Mrs. 'W. et. Kane. of Rowlandtown,
meet at their hall at 1 o'clock tomortaste. We have a new, beautiGenuine Priestly in 214 North Seventh street.
Bondurant tonight, 805 Kentucky is seriously ill of Pneumonia.'
row (Saturday) afternoon to attend
ful line which we enjoy showavenue. Business- of importance.
Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Holland, and
WANTED---.Two rooms for light 5.nd Another ‘Vountled fly fleoe -Sante
all
the funeral of the late Thomas E.
new
shades,
the
Bullet.
Rev, T. K. Rowland. of Murray, atGENEVIEVE SPENCE, W. G.
iheusekeeplug. . Address Mrs. H. R.
ing.
Boswell. By order of president.
!Mitten-R. 419 South Third street.
tended the district meeting of the C.
E. H. FELL.
Middlesboro, Ky., Nov. 1.-Sare
-Just received a large shipment W. .I3. M. at the First Christian
_itit LOST-Gone gold bracelet inor
John
Brooks, two
of fine. sound Florida urape Fruit. church yesterday.
near First Christian church. Finder Whiteside anti
YOU DOIC"I' HAVE TO WAit
SPeelal prices tomorrow. imperial
Mrs. A. J. bieloan, Of Murray, Is
will be rewarded. by returning to C boys, pfaying together here today
were the victims Of At peculiar aeciCoofeCtionery, 3341. Broadway. near %felting her son, Perry Meloan, and !Crary dose makes you leelbetter. Lax-Po,
E. Jennings.
keeps your whole fealties right. Sold on the
dent. ViiLisitesides VISieliseitsity drapFourth street,
family,-of North Miwitth street.' -PITFIOINT OR SALE at a hermoney-beet plan everywnere. *Thai 50 emote
Ded a revolver from his pocket, ,It
,Mr. K. Robertson, of Murray, is
gain, one new four room house, hall
$ees discharged te the fall. - The buiDruggists
.1111.til.4 and pia/used
tor In the-eiedy-,-- ---Now-Ig Lerner& /tare- tn-suw fawn
Yoren, 71747Noriffi- - ThTiteinCh let first passed through
years to buy a bootie, devote, now, a
Brooks' leg.
Fifth and !roadway. Opp. Palmer Hess,.
Judge D. G. Park returned today grass seed. We have a good article.
street. Apply to 1123 North Thirshattering It and then entered Whitelittle time to 'studying the lode.
from Mayfield, where he went ta file (' L Itrunson & Co,
teenth.
'
elides' heart, killing hint instantly.

And Avoid Bad Colds and other
sickness by poorly heated homec.

Vocca Yoot Nuts

This is a True
Soot and Gas
Burner.

As the wtt wintry weather approaches,
you will require a good foot mat to protect your carpets.

ele

W a r rn

$1.25 to $75.00

Don't fail 2 C the Best Line

6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
WANT ADS
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SPECIALS

FEDERMAN S
GOODS SATURDAY

1

$10 to $30

ere.,

ete-

PACIII int •

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1.

rECK PADUCAH Vir1NIN6

•

First, that almostevery operation
HENRY CLF.WS TAKES UP FOR
In our hospitals, performed upon
women, beeOlaltia neces.ar twe U,
I'RESIDEN T's COURSE.
te
of neglect of such bymittoms as
Bacisache, Irregularities. DisplaceMats. Pain in the Side, Dragging
', Sensations,
Dizziness and Sleeplesseasel He Is Justified and What He
ness.
Boes Is for the timid Of the
Second, that Lydia K. Pinkham's
Country.
Vegetable Compound, made from
native roots and het ha, has cured
more cases of female ells than any
Now
other one medicine known. It regulates, strengthens and restores women's health and is Invaluable in
Feevuotnice, emote Nov. 1.— The
preparing women for child-birth and during the period of Change
ization of .of this city, an -organof Life.
men, listened- es and professional
Third, the great volume of unsolicited and gtateful testimonials on
question, "Is th, eiseuesiou of the
file at the Pinkham Laboratory at Lynn. Maes.. many of which are from
Roosevelt against eley of president
time to time being published by special perrniasion, give absolute evidence of the value of Lydia E. halal ELIII'b VegetableCompuund and Mrs.
Clews. banker, Johol " by Henry
Pinkham's advice.
ward D. Whitney, attosr and EdYork, an John W. Alles, of New
rosy of this city. Ailing ate attor i
For more than 30 years has been curing Female Complaints, such as
policy of the president in 1 the t
Drareing Sensations. Weak Rack. Falling and Displacements. Interms, especially with refereneng
flammation and Ulceration, and Organic Diseases, and it dissolves
, the packing induetry, the Stande
and expels Tumors at an early stage.
, Oil company and the railroad rat
Mrs. Pinkham's Standing Invitation to Women
question.
Mr. Clews lauded thg action of th
Women suffering from any form of female weakness are invited to
write Ves. Phil:ham, Lynn. Moss. foradvice. She is the Mrs. Pinkham who
president in instigating the prose
has been advising sick women free of charge for more than twenty
tion of law breaklug railways and it
years. and before that 311e assisted her mother-In-law, Lydia E. Pinkdustrial trusts. He spoke in part a
ham in advising. Thus she is especially well qualiteel to guide sick
follows:
women back to health. Write today, don't wait until too late.
"Whatever President Roosevelt ha,done he has done to promote the
Ipublie good, whether his speechie
Passion Fruit.
,rtalia—why not vary cur corn111011- have helped to cause distrust or not
!
The "passion fruit" of Australia Places with the passion frult?— I contend that he had no Intention ie
menacing the prosts rity of the counIs attracting attention. It has never,ISpr heefield Republican,
try in denoutoiing and instigating ti:,.
been transported to other Inds, but
prosecution of law breaking rallwa) ;
there seems no rearon why it should I
Anpropriate.
rot be carried over sea, as other fruits "Why do so meny dentists call aJtd industrial trusts. While he IN 3.,
Instrumental in turning on the liele
are. It is described with enthuslasusItheir office dental parlors?"
by those eho have eaten it. It is
"We
come to think of it, a den- he was not responsible for the ablisee;
borne upon a vine, and In New South list's office is a drawing room, isn't of power which the light revealed !
W'ales it can be had all the year 1t?"--13a!t1inore American.
and its revelation of graft and illegal
methods on the part of certain railrcurd. An Engeehmaa who ate of
its dark purple g:obes found that it
"You ought to have a motto." "A way and other corporations, through
tasted like geoseberry, raspberry, motto'!" echoed Mr. Nurich, inquir- acts of their responsible managers
pineapple, etirraat, strawberry and ingly. "Yes. The Prince of Wales. and opntroliing capitaliets. that has
no one knows what else. It seems to for instance, uses the motto, 'Ich undermined the public confidence in
cembine the moo delicious flavors of &en. I serve!" Well, put rue down many of them. The fact that in
.•'And we have !or hv h .1;i1,1oln."1 dodge !service.' •' nearly every Instanee of the governa grim!
cone: ;
;
e
ment prosecution, the guilt of parties
:
accused has been proven, iln their
Is to /ove children, and no home trial, justifies President Roosevelt in
his action."

Lydia E.Pinkham's Vegetable Compound

I

•

l

woman's
Nature

can be completer happy without tHein, yet the ordeal through
which the expectant mot her
must pass usually is so full of -suffering,
dangt.fr and fear that she looks forward
to the critical hour with apprehension
and dread. Mother's Friend, by its penetrating and soothing properties, allays nausea, nervousness,
and
all unpleasant feelings, and so prepares the system
for the
ordeal that she passes through
the event safely and withe but
little suffering, as numbers ha7e
testified and said, "it is worth
its weight in gold." $1.00 per
bottle of druggists.
Book containing
valuable information mailed free.
ME BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.. Atlanta, Ga.

Mother's
Mead
_________

DO YOU USE YOUR
GAS STOVE /N WINTER?
If not is it becaue a coal
range keeps the kitchen
warm? We have a Coke
Heating Attachment for gas
stoves that does the business
only costs

$8.50
Burns, Coke andsaves a
double stove equipment in
your kitchen. Then think
of the saying in expense
with the present high prices
of coal.
Think it over, then call on us
and look it over, then get it

he-

Paducah Light & Power Co.
roorsiseil)

___....i:astrasamazaosolisamismi2=NBRIIINSIXt
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STOP SLUGGING
hANh %KEE MAN SAYS SCHOOLM
ARE FOR PRIZE FIGHTERS.

1

6111...11e0111*.trullos.10+1104
111e"14111P4ralill•Pf.+

sie"111604

HAGER'S NEGLECT I

ROOSEVELT RIGHT

STOP WOMAN
AND CONSIDER

vesignsg

Jimaimor

ME FEES DUE
OVER1.00h
FROel BILLY SEMONIN.

Henry Hines Was Not Visible to lit'porters Concerning the Little
Matter.

Louisville. Ky.. Nov. 1.—Mr. S. W.
Hager, auditor, former ehalrenan of
/the Democratic campaign committee
and at present Democratic candidate
foreegstenor. has had another hard'
i nu to crack.
It Is the question of former County
I
'Clerk W. J. Semonin's retaining $4#
fees for entering the registrai 300
tion lists for the years 1904, 1905
I and 1906.
This matter was brought to light
i
t,:.- te:day by the letter scut to Me '
auditor by Phil B. Thompson, clerk
, of the Jefferson county court. in
which Mr. Thompson asked for Initr_Ac22D
• tictiohs as to these fees which he
ti received this year amounting to
'.291.60. The extra clerk hire paid
10/4
.have to look a
.is year was {299, thus leaving a
other stoime to find an.since of nearly $1,000, which Mr.'
painstaking cautious and
hompson desired the auditor'S office
give mothers'ts efforts to
apportion. He has been notified
bet
of value and
it atis mono'. is to be included in
aste m
bowy6'ecrleo
.•. fees of the office.
After R. was found that Semoninl
ictihibntg,
ig
sinj
es
e.s
rYtt,
is In arrears with the state. Auditoto
to succeed. Want to ITU;
:Igee and Judge Hines inspected his.
every purchase so satl
des'to determine the amettnt due.
factory that
always
Oeothing was said about these as,'
buy here and tell your
,1ch belong to the state.
'
!
friends about us.
t0000ffort to interview Judge Blues
The
These are the leasons
.
' cook-olative to the fees failed
we sell X-1
mutedot esorn0:d inn stated that Judge
Whether you buy a suit or over- ,
ered
m hat no one bt ad- I1
edro
goat. you get in XTRAC.00D the
Here
ar
best materials and workmanship
questions for afr.
Hines to answd
put into clething. We guarantee
"Mr. Hines. you
XTRAGO9D• i. will prove more
the state n
durable, reliable and satisfactory.
spector who gave SA":
quietes
en
insist upon it.
How do 'on account for Vt‘lookl;g\
this $4.300 of fees'!"
Ruseien Oversoats and Reefers
What explanation car
for ages 3 to 10. Russians made
i• your action in absols •
from blue -kers_rv "Aid cheviot,
fant y mikeei roceesii.e.Aly trimmed.
He's Su Careless.
Reefers in navy blue chinchilla,
He'll leave his boots and she
melton and kersey: velvet collar
around
buttons close. Prices $5 to $12.
With mud and dust bespattered; it

V.

a

It

r

Boys'Overcoats for ages 7 to 16..
Made from black And oxford melt**, fancy :nixed '-hey iota, Linings
superigr.
, Prices
u to $12.

His papers I have always found
About the carpet seattered.
His ties and collars strew the room,
Hie shirt studs he'll deposit
With care where thee will meet my 10
broom
In sweeping out the closet..

1

Considers Football but a Polite Term Ti
415 TC
•AfrEsI2.0•4DW./1
for Itarttie•ro to Use stud (jets
Out Injunction.
ta
v rstrrunabliiSANDBOTOI

His pipes are simply everywhere.
SO. furniture he scratches
And really does not seem,to care
' Where he may throw his matches.
juries #ave been received by partici- My sewing basket holds his keys,
Kankakee, Ill., NISY. 1.--A bill ti
And 1,e have had maw clashes
pants In the game. Ho pointed to the
testrain the authorities from permit
•
disbanting of the eleven of the Lima Because in spite of lectures he's
ting prize fighting in Kankakee pubSo careless with his ashes.
(0.) eollebe by its captain, because
•
lic schools was filed Is the circuit
an inventory of the injured showed
court today by Stephen R. Moore - six
T isilways an easy and pleasant matter for
broken noses, four broken legs He's no exception, I suppose,
oar.
the
,t,
county
of
I've heard of other cues.
eight dislocated bones and twelve
g.r. what you 'want here, because
I
Attorney Mooee filed his bill after broken fingers.
It's pretty hard, though goodness
we
show
s.ou
only what you should want and
had webbed the high school foot.
knows,
-,d1 team play one or two matches
When things aren't In their places.
Girard Pit Is Closed.
nothing fiat you should not.
failed to see any difference beThe gravel pit on the Illinois Cen- There's only one thing that be can
seen the gridiron game, as the boys tral at Gravel Switch has been closed
Take care of. and it's funny,
Oversbat weatlotr has been here for some
eyed it, and prize fighting, e•xeept until further notice. It has been run But I have never known that man
days;
dropin any time or notice our handthat possibly it was rougher and ping all the spring, summer and fall,
To leave around h.s 111011).•
limb.
more dangerous to life sfi
.
some displai in our windows and see what
getting oat .ballast for the road
—Chicago News.
To Attorney Moor' vision the Every tali it is closed for the winter
you want.
eh school gridiron is simply an en- it being Impoesible to operate it sucThat rnorelity tbat Is in working
oged prise ring in which two sets cessfully during the extreme cold order only when the sheriff is hangOur Ovwcoats are distinctive, and of
; youths pommel one another till vieather.
ing around is of no great value,
,ttie side is so mauled and ditiableil
character, no patter what price you pay for
that the other is declared winne
ommummo,
..,-...,
C, ,
7.
• •••
them. We shcw all the styles, original, new
And since prize fighting is illegal Mr
things and the Cs ays conservative coats in the
'Moore fails to see why the suteerfue;
under wheel it Is arried on shout-'
gruittst range d patterns and material you
be permitted.
will see in the ciy.
"Football" Just a Polite Term.
The hill for an injunction
e •
All Wool cuaracterizes every garment
ed against I., W. Smith, prt
th, high school, and F. N. Aracy. el.
and 13,owns, Gras, bites and the eve‘ desir1
perintendent of city schools. It
o
able
Blacks naturaliytfind prominent places
Hee ifically designated "a bill for a: Fr
Injunction fo restrain prize fighting
here, as well as maky other beautiful patterns.
in the publei schools"
Our prices are 'from $10 to $45 and we
Attorney Moore carefully Ignores
:le polite 'term "football." What he
show every style, of short or iong overcoat, as
objects to is the encouragement given
well as a fine line of raincoats.
by the school authorities to prize
fighting. 149 points out in his bill
C
that the purpose of the board of edu'tattoo is to provide a common school
education for persons between the
osi of 5 and 21 years, and tho
'horny has been conferred
DSOW
; board or on any teacher or priuAt to train the pupils as prize
•
*r"ollartles11.4+.H.11'
4416..glemillvs•ills'oes...s*

I

1i

The
Correct

lirsi& 7.
c B.F.0ADIAr4LN415ror

—

louvr.rmt T-PrTtkofiti

The bill declares that "I.. W. Smith
eployed by the board of education
the capacity of principal of the
;ealt school, has organized a team
out of the school that travels from
place to place In the state of Illinois
and engages in contests of prize fighting
.
with scholars of other schools:.
Degrading and Uncivilised.
Prtne401.1 Smith and Supt. Track,
the bill charges, attempted to hide
the" fact that the pupils are prize
fighters by calling their contesIs
"football." That, declares Aft
Moore, "Is simply subterfuge, In all
its purposes and effects it is purely
a contest of brute strength and for...e
and fighting."
, Apart from its malign influence
upon scholarship. Its attendant profanity, and other featnres which the
hill describes as "demoralizing, de-gradingo unchristian and unrivillzed."
Attorney Moore holds the system. Is
decidedly unfair, borause the prIvn()gee of prize fighting are not extended to the whole school but to a few
carefully selectcd members chosen for
their brute strength and pugnacity.
In support of his plea to the court
to restrala the' prize fighting Attorney Moore calls attention to the fact
that steer Oetoher.1 Ahem have hope
right fatalities and many serious la-

W. F. Paxton,
President,

This is one bf the many different styles of the

AMERICAN LADY SHOE
$3.00 $3.50 an $4.00
It really deserves your attention. Never before
have you found mull luality and beauty in a shoe at this price.
It Is No.60—a Potent Leather mat top button Shoe made on

the
smart Redfern last. Notehhe.graee!sil unbroli,en lines from heel to
toe—could anything be more attractive than this.
We Carry a Complete line of American Lady and American
Gentleman Shoes, as well as other lines of the famous Hamilton Brown
Shoes—You can find perfect satisfaction in the shoes that are the
best
made and the Lest known irLthe country.

Lendler & Lydon
309 Broadway.

Phone 675.

If you ewe ass AmsoriQuirs
-

A.morlizall L.KIscly 8hutists.

R. Itudy,
P Purycno
('auditor,AesistatfteCnehicr.

CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
lacerroraied
Capital
Surplus
Stockholders liability

$100,000
50,000
100.000

Total security to depositors
Accounts ot individuals and firms solicited. 11'e
email as well as large depositors sat_ accord to all
courteous treatment.

$250,000
II'
the sante

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
OPEN RATtTRDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 9 O'CLOCK.

•

Ttiird and Broadwaiw

N'Vent-

For Quick Action Use SUN Want Ads.
; t

1

gni

Danderine

4

SEVENTEEN
BUILDING PERMITS
ING NIONTH OF'

GREW MISS LEWIS' 1-1Alk
AND WE CAN

PROVE IT

Are you
Drg. getting
along
in years?

teeming with new life aod vigor.
2_
That
I noun seeset of this great remedy's staves& as a hair grower. It en• Lie
!krona. on igorstes and fairly electrtfies the hair glen*,
tissues of the

Or

Immergeeasel.
PA DUCA II, 312 limaiway, ani Evansville and St. hells
Itookkee,ping. Banking, Shorthand, Peniii-inihip, Telegraphy. etc Indoihet1
hy b•istuesi men. Ale' teen by men. Write, phone, or eall fur Catalogue.
30 Colltages itt 17 Stateeas.

Do you have
bladder trouble?

S. E. Foreman, stone, on Harrison
between
NlIneteenth and Twentieth
scalp, causing unusual and unheard-of ;winos on the part of th,,,e two ic.ist imporstreets, $1,000.
tant „rgigns. resulting In a strenuous and continuous(month
Cornelia Johnson, frame addition
of the hair.
cin Jefferson, between Eleventh and
The following is a reproduction of Muni Lewis' last ;titer,
Twelfth streets, 1300.
Edward D. Hannan, brick addition
January 3, 1905.
on Fourth between Broadway and
Dear Doctor Knowlton:—
Kentucky avenue, $400,
You know I told you in my first letter that my hair would
A. a Elliott, frame addition on
not reach much below my shoulders, and that mill of it together
Jackson between Fourth and Fifth
only
one tiny braid.
I ant send,ng you my photograph. which I had taken at Stevens
streets, $200.
Bros. It tells the whole story better than I can tell it.
Zttla Cobbs, frame, on Harris beEvery body I know is using Dander me, au you See I an. doing
tween Eighth and Ninth streets,
something to allow My appreciation.
J. a Roach, frame, on Mill street
Sincerely yours, (Miss) EVA LEWIS.
between Paitopr and Owen, $300.
George L. Alliston, cur ugated iron
Danderine makes the scalp healthy and 'fertile Lind keeps it
on Fifth
between Washington 4110td
It as the greatest scalp fertilizer and therefore the greatest
Kentuoky avenue $50.
hair-producing remedy the world has ever known
B. Vandeveide, brick OCT Sixteenth
• natural loud and a wholesome medicine for both the hair
between Madison and Monroe streets,
$1,000.
and scalp. Even a 25c bottle of it will put more
John Smith, frame on Twelfth begenuine life in your hair than a gallon of
tween, Finley and
Trimble streets,
any other hair tonic ever made. It shows
$400.
results from the very start.
()Pear Broyles. frame on Tenth beNOW at all druggists In three sizes
tween Ohio and Tennessee streets,
f
Sto cants,60 ciente sad S1. par bottle
WO.
;,
Ti, snow I -0 ,4.14•1.., m ode r i
• will wee
A
t• .
.• I
•S I, Olio
I
M. J. Clarke, frame on Madison
n
1
aiAN
between Nineteenth and Twentieth
nem ite Co., It hlcsgo,a, hi II Hr WILLA: os.0 sod!.
144 4:ttal,4,
_attest Pitotogrnot of MI48 av• LEWIS
sliver or staimps!(2,pay postage.
5575 Haniiiton,Avsinue. Onicmgo
streets, $1,000.
George Denker. frame on Harrison
between Eleventh
and
Twelfth
streets, $100.
W. B. Cole. frame on Brown between Green street and Illinois Central railroad tracks, Seale
F. H. Neiman, corrugated iron on
between
Third
and
CONGIONSMAN
TAWNEY
AND Broadway
Fourth streets, $50.
PARTY GO TO IN% ESTIGATE.
D. N. Brckkman, frame lin Boyd
betwenn
Eleventh
and Twelfth
et recta, I 50.1).
Committee on Appropriations Will
A. S. Elliott, frame cm Jackson between Fourth and Fifth streets, $2041.
Take Look at Work on the
Isthmus.
J. P. Ritter, frame on Clay between
Nineteenth and Twentieth streets,
$150.

:2.0

IPA e c. k

DRAUGHON'S l'uRsiAnetssTorileAgeLs

Several Medium Ora& Houses Anteing
1 hose Listed In City Engineer's
(Mice.

Following are building i.ernilts Issued during the past nenill in city
engineer's office:

Meanesy

CONTRACT given, backed by 9300 000 00 capital and 18 years' SUCX;ESS

rui
(st ST.

The Great Daedalus Never Falls to Produce-the Desired Results
MISS Lewis hair was ten. thin .rd ,t wit• less than two feet in length when
she began using Dander,ne She aaa her hair and scalp are now fairly

POSITIONS SECURED

GUY
NANCE & SON
Undertakers and Embalmers

Don't worry.
Jest cleanse your kidneys with
Lantz's Red Kidney Pines.
For ten years prescribed only by
phyalcians, but now sold by most good
druggists.
They will soon restore your kidney.;
and urinary organs to a itormal Co.:
dition and a ;Alla taken occasionally
will keep your kidneys ectivo.
If you have any doubts about it, ask
us for a fine trial treatment.

211-213 S. Third St.

Paducah, Ky.

THE SAFEST AND QUICKEST WAY TO

'TRANSFER MONEY
IS BY

Only 50 cents a box. Guaranty in
every box.
Gilbert's Drug Store,
Fourth and Broadway.

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE
FOR PATES APPLY TO LOCAL MAW' Ek

•

•

FREE

YISIT CANAL

FOR RENT
Several de sirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.

MAKE NEW HOMESEEKER RATE.

EAST TENNESSEE OWIPORATIO
TELEPHONE COMPANY

Western Mei& Continue Excursion.
at Slightly Higher Figures.
Chicago, Nov. I.—At a joint meeting today of the Western and Southwestern Passenger associatiOn
an
agreement was reached by the railroads to continue to run houteseekers' excursions twice a month, but
on a slightly higher basis of rates
The basis has been one fare plus $2
for the round trip, with a maximum
rate of $25 from Chicago. The new
round trip rate will be one and one
half times the regular one-way fare
from points in states having a maximum rate of 2 cents per mile, plus
on" and one-third times the one-way
fare In states where the legal rate
a cents per utile, but with a maximum rate of $30 from Chicago.
The new basis practically makes a
rate of 2 cents per mile each way.
The western railroads will commence
the sale of new mileage tickets on a
basis of 2 cents per mile on December
to instead of Drember 1, as originally planned.

Foreman Bros.,Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants Installed.
Complete machine shop.
132-124 N.Pourth

OF:IINANV To GET 11110.000.000
.1.11a%N Altlls ORDEIL RUMOR.
Fierlaa, Oct. 31.—It Is reported
that a largo order for guns will be
placed In Germany by the Japanese.
military commission dispatched to
Berlin. The amount of this order
will, It is said, reach $10,000,000.
The Japanese will also purchase ten
ear balloons.

Phono•787

R. L. McMurtrie
Old Ph
•

812.

Manufacturer of

Mattresses

A Hard Debt to Pay,
"I owe a debt of gratitude that
can never be paid off," writes G. S.
Fdrditire Stored and Packed
Appendicitis.
Clark, of Westfield, Iowa, "for MY
403 Ant sir Si
rescue from death, by
Dr. King's I.; due in a large measure to abuse of
New Discovery. Both lungs were SO the bowels, by employing drastic
seriously'affeeted that deasb seemed purgatives. To avoid all danger, use
Itaminent, when I commenced tak- only Dr. King's St w Life' Pills, the
leg New Discovery. The ominous eafe, gentle eleatisers and invigoradry, backing cough quit before the tors. Guaranteed for headache, biljppj
first bottle was used, and two more iousness, malaria and jaundice, at
Office 205 S Fourth St.
. bottles made
Enfranchisement Opposed by unite?
a complete cure." all druggists. 25e.
Office ifou•ii:
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.
Ate 10 a.m.
2'n4p.n,
1Notbing has ever equetheS Now Desstillborn
Both Phones 270
The
eurest
Philadelphia, Oct. 31.—The
way
to
toughen
up
a
b1-1"
)verY
for c"ghs
' cold, and all
All Kinds of Hauling. Second
ennial convention of the Universalisti throat and long complaints. Guar- heart is to subject it to a long stretch
all
drugg)sts.
Church
Sec and $1 of loneliness.
business
O.
in
Washington
and
Streets.
session here
ant'ed by
day placed itself on record as against Trial bottle free.
the enfranchisement of women and
Warehouse for Storage.
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
"AMERICANS IN EXILE"
declared for a uniform divorce law. WILL NOT NOTICE THE
WM:1th Increased.
KENTUCKY,
Both Phones 499.
also
CRITICISMS OF AtTION. Is a phrase unknown lit 114. And yet.
declared for reformatory punWashington, Nov. 1.—One hun- It
consumption is driving 01011%3111(1S in- 11111N4 Binding, Bank Work, Legfd
dred and ten feet is the width which ishment of prisoners, instead of capWashington, Oct. 31. — Neither to exile in far-off California or some
the havy department has finally fixed ital punishtnent.
and Library Work a specialty.
Roosevelt nor any of the cabinet other distant land. Before you subas
upon
desirable
for
for
locks
the
'cause "we are now studying the
BRYAN ATTACKS PATRONS
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Colon, Nov. 1. —New borings made you will ,liver use
rill refuse to sell respectability to using Ballard's Horehound Syrup? Such
anything else. sold cisms come from eoethern DemocratF
a noon exists. Mr. J. C. Clark. Denver.
STEAMER CLYDE
;:eat criminals and will decline to Col.. writes: "For years I was troubled over the entire area of Gaturn dam by .1
nehlschlaeger, Lang Ilrog. and
Representative QWesple. of Texas, I with a severe cough that would last all short that rock foundations are ev- c. 0. Ripley.
accept their ill-gotten gain."
winter. This cough left me in a mgiterperhaps the mostZutspoken and says
Leaver: Pruhreate for Tennessee Rirer
possible. All previous
This was the thrust at some of the able condition. I tried Ballard's Hore- erywhere
the government has gone to the aid
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tbmmittee of Northwestern Univers
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This company is not responsible
He Fought at Gettysburg.
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burden. An Investigation of his
David Parker, of Fayette, N. Y
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made by bank who lost a foot at Gettysburg, writes:
by the clerk of tIte boat.
• stockholders.
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AMERICAN=GERMAN 'NATIONAL BANK

New York, Nov. 1.—Congressman
Tagney, of Minnesota, in charge of
the committee of appropriations of
the national house of representatives
,and nine other members of the committee sailed for Panama, where
they will Inquire into the present
,11111.
!anti prospective monetary needs of
; the canal enterprise. Tawney said
Ithe purpose of the committee was
loot to question the requested appropriation of $32,00.0,nee to continue
;the canal work, but to study the cathat the approprianal
tions might be recommended with a
full understanding of the needs of
ithe situation.
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City Transfer Co.

BE CHARITtni.E
To you: horses its well :is to yourself.
You need not suffer from pains of any
sort—your horses need not suffer. Try
a bottle of Balfdrd's Snow Liniment.
It cures all pains. J. ht. Roberts, Bak_
erotism, Mo., writes: et have used your
Litiliaent for ten years atm rind it to be
the best I have ever used for man or
beast." Sold by 3 H. oehtschlaeger.
Lang Bros. and C. 0. Minty.
WOMEN VOTE. NO, sAys

Dr:H. T. Hessig
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TRAINED NURSE

great stress in his speeches On Some 401110111111Miigimpa
things the senate investigating comWrites a Letter to the Public.
mittee said and did, but he is silent
as the tomb, about this fact, which
"To Whom It May Concern: I was brought out in the commito
arn a trained nurse of nine years' ex- Will the country people vote for
perience in hospitals and private man who allows his campaign rn"
Pew people altogether escape a disorcases, and for the benefit of the peo agers to take $15.000 from this great
der of the bowels. You may catch cold,
pie of Paducah. I wish you would corporation that the farmers are
over-eat, over-drink, worry too much,
not exercise enough or do a hundred and Said Administration Got $15.- publish my experience with the cod fighting? There is not a farmer
one other things that result in constipaliver preparation, Vinol.
Kentucky but who feels that he
000 From Tobacco Trust
tion or costiveness. When the trouble
"I was completely prostrated from oppressed by this great tobacco co,
comes it is well to know what to do for it.
overwork. I had ,no appetite, could poration, and yet when anyone in the.
In the opinion of thousands there is no
not sleep, my kidneys, liver and bow- legislature wants legislation in favori
better cure for conaipation than Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, which anyone la-clares That if Country People els became inactive, and as I grew of the tobacco growers. the Beckham
eau obtain for Si) cents or $1 at a drug hue% of elethotls toe itaishig eloney weaker I could not retain either med- henchmen always pass the word down
store. We all have constipation occaicine or food on my stomach, and the line that taey must not be hurt,
They Vfould Deeert Machine.
sionally, and the sensible thing to do is
raised blood. The doctors said my because they put op $15.000 in the
to hare a bottle of this remedy always in the
house. You take it at night on retiring, for
condition was critical and I would campaign fund.'
example. and when you wake up in the morning
probably die.
at your usual hour It prisiucies Vs results.
"If the methods of raising money
Your 11401.1111at install tly twoomos lighter. your HOW JO BLACKBURN GOT IbErt
"As I had seen Vino' prescribed to defeat Jo Blackburn by the mat•-ail clearer, your eye* brighter, you feel active
for my patients with such remarkable chine were made public, with theand spry once assize your appetite has reLocoed and MU ar• ready to work with eratiuresults. I decided to try it. After the various offices parceled out to corsi.istn and vigor. All this amy rut bare weer*
more than a twee or two, at a cost not to exceed
first bottle I began to improve. I rupt legislators were made public;
two or t tire. cents. Cam you afford to feel bad
Mr., E. T. Franks made the follow- continued US use, and soon began to
if the rank and file could but take a
when sou can feel good for so little?
Dr ‘'1' sou Brown. of Metropolis. Ill.„ eas no ing statement this morning:
Fleep and eat well; every organ
look into that darlachapter of Demoh.-ii' tner inlaying that Dr. Caldwell's Syrtis,
"I read from the Owensboro Mes- my body was strengthened and be- cratic politics there could not be a
is the greatest of all laxatives sod h•
frankly admits to his patients that If they noel senger, owned by Prey Woodson. came normal, until it seemed good doubt of
the defeat of the machine
it w tan tip: stomach, liver or bowels sot out of
order they would have less seed of him. It le Democratic national committeeman. to be alive and I was restored to per- and Its leaders. Let us put men at
without doubt the best cure for occustosal or
the head of affairs who will not stoop
chise,ic mins iipatioti. dyspepsia. biliousness. just a few da)s before the campaign feet health and strength.
taandons. sour shomach. lazy taxer. _Muammar, of 1206 between Beckham and Mc"I advise all my patients who need to the low plane oelleekham political
diarrhea, and similar iltir•••tivv ills ia oid or Creary closed;
strength. rich, red blood and flesh No wonder the Courier-Journal say.
young. It Is thousaod times better than salts
or purgative waters, acts xenth; bat surely. la
to the tissue to take Vino], as it is so far It has suppressed many facts which
$15.000
"
'Sold
out
for
pleasant to the taste. Sues not snots, and curea
superior to old-fashioned cod liver walld damage Beckham in his prespermanently.
American Tobacco company.'
Go to your druggist and gee a 50 cent or
other tonics." Eliza- (lit race. Democrats dislike to make
"Gov. Beckham and his friends oil, emulsions or
bottle and see if our claims are not justified.
having been put in a bad plight by beth M. Cremond, Trained Nurse, such disclosures, but for the protection of the party and the people from
berJorre.
the exposure of the Haley letter, are Boston ,Mass,
In Paducah we sell Vince on a such political piracy the time has
leg can have free sample tette sent to their Nom by attempting to oppose its effect by
mad/ming M.company. Ibis ollsr is to prom elatese
positive guarantee to return money if come to act."
remedy rot do as we clams sul Is only roes to the. flooding the mails, showing up Noel it falls. W. B McPherson,
Druggist.
who have never taken it. Send he, it if you Sur sr, Gaines' record.
There is not one
symptoms r,t stomach, liver or bowel disease. Gentlest
thing
against
Gaines
that
Hales.
said
yet most effective Saxabv• for Milne, women No old
foist. A guaranteed, peerrinert home tuft. IME Beckham & company did not, kno* Kentucky stand for the system inauPUBLIC VERDIC f: "No Lixthve So Good and Sur*
as OR. CALDWELL'S SYRUP PEPSIN." Pus product before they appointed him to his high gurated by Beckham of taxing emWart Wray g..ars,aet Na. 17, Wassisirlua, 0. G.
position. While Beckham is preach- ployes of 'state institutions part of
PEPSIN SYRUP 00.
ing morality and purity in politics their salaries to defray his campaign
107021de/ell Bldg., Monticello, IA,
over the state, with his consent, are expenses? How long will they stand
preparing, if possible, to steal the for a system Of holding up corporate
River Stages.
Courier Journal: River men do not election. Parading as a purist in institutions and demanding aid for
95 0.4 fall
agree that it would be a good thing pubite, in private he Is exerting every campaign funds? How long will the Cairo
21 0.1 fall
for them to have their boats under means, fair and foul, to win the nom- Democrats of Kentucky have nomi- Chattanooga
.7.1 0.1 rise
the interstate commerce commission. ination.
nations for office distributed to the Cincinnati
5 3 0.2 fall
which would fix the rates, or at least
"In the city of Lexington the man woh can put up a pile to help in Evansville
04 0.0 star
regulate them. Seme of. the ablest friends of Gov. Beckham. with his the campaign for the machine
We Florence
1 4- 0.1
river men believe that it would be eonsent, have registered 1.200 negro have been contending that Beckham Johnsonville
34 0.1 Id
the temperance Louisville
best to allow things to go along as voters as Democrats at so much per was insincere on
1
0.1
at prevent so far as rate-making is head. and ail: vote every one of them question and since our last Issue a Mt. Carmel
concerned. All river men are, how- for Beckham in the primary. Such noted minister of Shelbyville has ad- Nashville .... ..... 7.2 0.1
.4.4 1.4 Ia
ever. agreed that it would be a just disgraceful proceedings ought to de- dressed a letter to the temperance !Pittsburg
71 0.1 fall
and sensible thing to sever river nav- feat any man who sanctions- it. and people of the state, in which he states;St. Louis
42 0.1 fa s
igation from deep water traffic, and especially the man who is to be the he has seen cheeks for several thou- iMt. Vernon
36 0.2 13
have a different mode of inspenion. chief beneficiary of this fraud. The eandeciolars given to Beckham's cam- Paducah
Before action is taken It is likely an- cruse of the gcvernor must be des- paign managers by othe liquor interThere is water, water everywhere
other meeting of the river men will perate when he has to rely upon the est. Sincere, of course, making
speeches for temperance when his today, but still there is not enouga ilu
be held in Pittsburg or Cincinnati Republicans to help him out.
;low long will the Democrats of managers in other races took money the big rivers to float large steam
• subject.
to dia
from the whiskey people to elect him. boats over the shoals and bars. The
Indorsed checks do not lie and they. slow, though steacii, decline of the
for a wonder, do not claim that it is past several days continues today and
a Noel Gaines forgery.
the stage was shown to be 3.6 an
The Georgetown Times' article , Paducah, which is another fall of .2
Take Your Feet to Gullets
about the 115,900 tobacco trust con- In 21 hours.
& Bates Shoes
tribution fellows:
The levee presented a dreary, forSaturday, November 2.
'Beckham is making a plea to the , saken appearance. ditto morning. The
cauntry people on the temperance J. B. Richardson was the only boat
question, but he has never explained'In before 10 o'clock and she was soon ./
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15c
Fruit Cake Sugar, 4 Ms. 25c
3 pkgs. Ferndell Farena 25c
Tnka Grapes. per
will continue falling slowly during
New Hominy, lb..
Sc
Citron Peel.
1 pkg. Corn Faake free
Florida Grape Fruit. 2
•
!he next 3 days,
Sc
Scotch Peas, lb.
Orange Peel.
10:
with one for
for
25e
The Tennesee from Florence to
Split Peas, 3 lbs
25c
Lemon Peel,
The famous Ferndell Coffee
What. Pickang Onions,
the mouth, not much change during
Plantation Teas special!'.' deFine Table Butter tete, 25c • the next 36 hours.
will be ser-ved free to all visit75;
wr gallon
lected and packed by the
and 30c.
or, at our store during the
No 2 can, fiaa tee P
The Mississippi from below St.
room,
entire day•
1.00
Louis to Cairo, will continue falling
lowly during the next 3 days.

UREY WOODSON'S
How to Cure
Constipation PAPER IS QUOTED

"."

WHAT
$ 1 5•0 0
WILL BUY
HERE'S a distinction
about our $15/Suit, Overcoats and Cravenettes which
singles them out for admiration
in any company. Its the conscientions tailoring, the hand
work, which makes a Suit look
as well in service as it does
when you buy it.

FREE TEST

$15 Snits, Overcoats and Cravenettes
are a specialty with us. We can demonstrate to you that out clothes at that price
are the identical values you are asked to
pay $18 and $20 for in the stores where you
pay a couple of dollars extra for a pretty
label. That extra money goes into honest
hand work at Gullet's-and the garments
themselves prove it by their finished, wellTowle appearance.
Come in tomorrow and examine The
Addison, Gullett's semi form fitting Overcoat in Gray Casaimere Or The Granville, a new Brown Single-breasted Suitdreams of tasteful tailoring-both of them
Conservatively •
priced at _..
$1 5 00

U.G.GULLETT c CO.

CLARK'S SPECIALS

Imw.rporated. I

312 Broadway_

PAGE'S RESTAURANT

Great Southern Tea & Coffee Co.
48c

1

I

123 South Second.

now open in new quarters.

Open day and uight.

Specials for Silt urday at the

Great Pacific Tea & Coffee Co.
Old Phone 1179

New Phone 1176
.,1111•1•••••

7 Ma, Granuated Sugar.. 42C
4 lbs. Light Brown Kugar 25c
4 tbs. Dark Brame Sugar 25c
3 lbs. Moe
25c
3 boxes Matches
1(ic
2 the. Loose Raisins ,
74-c
1 quart bottle Vinegar
10c
3 Ms 25c Coffee
G5c
I pkg. Mince Meat
9c
2 pkgs. Grape Nuts
25c
2 tbs. Fancy Prunes
25c
2 lbs, Evaporated Peaches 35c
llb can fancy Raseberries 21k
5_Ibs. Corn Meal
10c
4 lbs. New Navy Beans
25e
24 lb. sack Palmer House
Flour
78c

1 sacks Salt
pkgs. Soda

11k

2 iCkgs. new Currants
2 pkgs. new Raisins

25e

10c
25c

3 lbs. Palmer House
Coffee

ri5e

ii Ms. 20c Coffee

53c

3 bottles Ketchup

25c

1 lb. Oleo fluter

1

1 lb. fancy Table Oleo Butter
2•2,
25c
2 3re. cans Tomatoes
3 21b cans Corn
23c
3 lbs. Chopped or Flaked
Hominy
10e

First Appearance in Paducah I
OF THE EMINENT ACTOR

MR. WILTON

ACKAYE)

In Hall Caine's Latest Play-

Saturday

November 2
MATINEE
$1,30, $1.00, 72c
and 50c.

"THE BONDMAN"
Originating such roles as Svengali, in "Trilby;" Red Schemeul, in "The Chiildren of the Ghetto;" Curtis Jadwin, in "The
in';" Nero, Chas. O'Malley, Dr. Belgraff, etc , Wilton Lackaye stands first as America's best character actor, .aWcIlits tuiperb
work as Jason in "The Bondman" will serve to strengthen hia long established reputation. Paducah theater 4oers .are to be
congratulated that they have an opportunity to see this great actor, supported by one of the strongest companies seen in this city.
^

Saturday

November 2
NIGHT
$2.00, $1.50, $1,
75c, 50c,

